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Shelden showed yet another facet of his many-sided personality when he gave
Bill
an illuminating talk on ANTIQUE GLASS to an attentive audience at the November Dinner.
We didn't even suspect that Bill, in addition to his thespian
How ignorant we are!
prowess, is a collector of antique glass and also owns an extensive library on the

subject!
Here are a few notes on Glass from Bill's

storehouse:

Glass made generally of sand,
Period of talk 4000 B.C. to yesterday.
hundreds of thousands of difsoda and lime, but there are literally
ferent formulae, each making glass of somewhat different characterGlass is not a crystalline substance, but is actually a liquid.
istics.
It is not
Glaze was used on stone and clay about 4000 B.C. in Egypt.
Objects
made in Egypt or in Mesopotamia.
known whether glass was first
Dated glass objects
were made entirely of glass about 2000-1800 B.C.
Glass at this time
have been found in Egypt 1800 B.C. and 1500 B.C.

was opaque, in many colours.
until about 300 B.C.

Blowing of glass was not discovered

The Romans produced much blown glass some free-blown, such as bottles
for cosmetics and some mould blown, such as pitchers from Sidon,
& jars
drinking glasses, some with figures of the famous gladiators of the day.

The Syrians made beautiful glass beakers about the 13th century, decorOne of these, the famous glass "The Luck of
ated with coloured enamel.
Venetians
Eden Hall" is now at the Victoria & Albert Museum, London.
time.
this
about
at
Murano
glass
started making the typical Venetian
making.
glass
in
forth
blossomed
England
centuries
18th
and
In the 17th
Queen
from
a
patent
received
who
Vergelini
was
maker
glass
A famous

Elizabeth I in

1575.

He produced glasses with engraved designs in

diamond point.
imported glass, but produced small objects such as
The Chinese first
Americans
and objects imitating jade about 200 B.C.
plaques
beads and
Others in America
made glass at Jamestown, Virginia in 1608.
first

were Baron von Stiegel, about 1764 in Manheim, Pennsylvania, another
The Boston & Sandwich Glass Co. started making
was Caspar Wistar.
pressed glass in 1827.
pressed glass in 1827.
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It is
Glass was made in many parts of Canada in the early 1800's.
The late Dr. Lorne Pierce gave a collection of early
now very rare.
Canadian glass to the Royal Ontario Museum.
Harvard University has a famous collection of glass models of flowers
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"The second major advantage was that we agreed, unanimously, that we would
not try to design the mace! -- but only identify its general theme and
character.
The third stroke of luck was that we selected artists of great vision -and patience. Mr. Eric Aldwinckle of Toronto was commissioned to design
the mace, and Mr. Harold Stacey, also of Toronto, was commissioned to produce it.
The fundamental concept
The symbolic theme may be described as follows:
is unity amid diversity and tension in the creative intellectual process
that strives to bring forth a new individual.
theme in the idion of the life
The design of the mace interprets this
From the seed at the base of the stave the mace grows in unity
process:
by a four-fold separation into diverse
it differentiates
and strength until
elements.
This four-fold diversity is significant because of the four faculties
existing at this time and as well, of the four church-related colleges
federated and affiliated with the University. These diverse elements together form a crown, and the points of the crown, while tending toward a
union do not quite touch but remain as individuals suspended in tension
and yet engaged in a deep harmony.
This creative process is focussed not on the traditional spherical orb
of static perfection but rather on an elliptical silver ovum -- the eggshaped symbol of creativity -- the marvelous potential of a new individual
life."

CHRISTMAS DINNER December 29, 1965
A capacity crowd, as usual, attended the Club's annual extravaganza known as the
Christmas Dinner. Describing this event, year after year, we sadly comment that
certain dignitaries that formed part of the procession last year were not with us
this Christmas, but the Show goes on.
Following the Executive Procession and the Boar's Head Procession, members fell to
the repast with right good will. Our worthy abbott John Wevers recited a Latin
grace with such dignity that we hid our head at our abyssmal ignorance of that
ancient tongue. John Irwin, President of the St. George's Society, brought greetings - his brief message was received with polite applause - so different from
other years!
Oz Stacey handled his presidential duties with aplomb.

)

The choir under the direction of John Sidgwick, accompanied at the piano by Horace
Lapp, sang carols at intervals. The choir consisted of Eric Ford, J. Stuart
Stephen, Jay Manning (who substituted for hospitalized Bill Thompson), Frank Starr,
John Lawson, Meredith Glassco, Walter Rayson and Harry Ward.

p

-4The entertainment proper consisted of readings under the direction of Bob Christie
by Robin Strachan, Carl Williams and himself. The pace was good - no one voice
dominated the production.
The set - four illuminated stained glass windows - was designed by Walter Coucill
and executed with brilliance by Oxford McNeill and Roy Austin and sundry helpers.
Stage hands were the perennial trio of George Hulme, Jim Hubbard and Roly Pincoe.
The design of the wall decoration was the brain child entirely of Keith MacMillan this consisted in words and music of a clever play of a madrigal on the name and
spelling of a certain David Ouchterlony. At the sides of the stage were organ pipes
of gold. (never meant to be played)
To return to the reading of verse, prose and poetry we understand that the selections were chosen after much pondering by Robin Strachan and Bob Christie.
It is interesting to note (but not entirely unexpected) that the music for this
special evening was composed by Club members MacMillan, Ridout, Peaker and Bissell.
Also notable was the selection "The 12 daze of Christmas", libretto by Keith MacMillan.
From the time members entered the premises at 6:30 in the evening there was in
evidence a considerable amount of flashing of camera bulbs. On closer examination
it was discovered that there was more to it than that. Bob Allworth, John Fleetwood-Morrow and Michael Milne had planned to record on coloured motion picture film
the entire proceedings of the evening. We saw Alan Collier operating his tape
recorder. The grand finale was the traditional singing of "Noel" accompanied by
Sir Ernest MacMillan at the piano - a grand ending for a grand night.

Ladies' Night Jan. 12, 1966
This Ladies' Night was remarkable for the large attendance achieved and the
high quality of the entertainment. The buffet that preceded the Show was superb it only befell the late-comers to allow for a certain amount of confusion in the
lounge.
While the programme was the same as that presented on Dec. 29th, yet it seemed
to this writer at least to have more significance. The choir under the direction
of John Sidgwick was superb - the soloists audible! The readers who had been skilfully directed by Bob Christie came across with accolades.
The exceptionally large crowd was treated to an evening of nostalgic memoirs.
Horace Lapp, God bless him, provided the incidental music for the showing of an
hitherto not cut film of the Dec. 29th showing of the Club's Annual Dinner. Messrs
Allowrth, Milne and Fleetwood-Morrow are to be congratulated for their depictiion
of our more famous members. The writer of this account realized with considerable
alarm that the thatch that he thought covered his skull was non-existent. Oz Stacey
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did the honours of the Club with his usual aplomb. John Weatherseed was in charge
of the overall planning of the Members' Night and George Hulme was in charge of
the special Ladies' Night.

We have missed Arthur Ament at lunch recently. He has been affected with a
nasty infection for the past few weeks. We hope to see him soon at the Club.

WA N T E D -

Kind member who lent his pencil to Charlie Band at the
Christmas Dinner to claim same. It is now being held by
the Steward. Although C.S. Band is known as a collector
of pictures, he wishes it known that he is not switching
to pencils.

Walter Coucill's wife has recently painted three portraits of past-principals
of the Bathurst Heights Collegiate Institute - they were unveiled the other day.
Congratulations, Irma.

0

LAPP'S CORNER
I wish the Boston critics after their rave reviews of the Mendelssohn Choir
November could have heard them singing the Messiah conducted by
concert last
I am sure they would have been even
Elmer Iseler on the 21st and 22nd of December.
I think they would have missed as I did Mozart's
more enthusiastic, if possible.
orchestration. Handel's original orchestration needed Handel himself or John
Sidgwick to fill in the empty chords which were quite frequently evident. The
drummer should have liked it. He had nothing to bang until the Hallelujah Chorus.
I did not hear
What was he reading - the score, Peyton Place or Fanny Hill???
the harpsichord for which I humbly thank Thee, 0 Lord. The Bass singer "rendering"
"Why do the United Nations so Furiously Rage Together", gave birth to such wobbly
triplets-- I was concerned for his survival. Let's all forget the tenor. He never
happened.
I will never forget the choir. The sounds that came out of that melodic mass
of men and women will remain with me until I have the honour of hearing them again
accompanied, I hope, by Mozart's most powerful addition to Handel's orchestration.
Harvey Perrin, my paid spy, reports a very fine performance of Mendelssohn's
"Elijah" directed by John Sidgwick. There were some unfavourable reservations by
This is very disturbing. Are there not any more
some critics about the soloists.
Frank Oldfield's, Redferne Hollingshead's, Alfred Heather's, Nellie Gills', Pearl
Whitehead's, Ruthven McDonald's, Francis James's? And if not, why not? Maureen
Forrester just can't be everywhere. How about Harry Maude?
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I missed Rimsky-Korsakof's "Love of Three Oranges" at the MacMillan Theatre,
becuase I did not know it was on;
I was doubly disappointed because I missed seeing
Ernesto Barbini conducting the show.
You will no doubt gather that I, like thousands
of others, am completely sold on Ernesto's great talent as a conductor.
Jay Manning's pretty daughter Mary was married to a lucky man called Thorpe at
St. Clements Church on September 10th.
The wedding party is still talking about the
lovely music that John Sidgwick played on the organ. John was even brave enough to
send them down the aisle to the Mendelssohn Wedding March.
I'm really tired of the
hypocritical phonies who shrug everything they've got and say "My dear, not that
commercial old thing!"
William Thomas of the Victoria Daily Colonist, had a fine time at Reginald
Godden's series of three lectures in Vancouver last July. Reg played, improvised,
talked and illustrated three programmes on the works of Bach, Blow, Bull, Beid,
Purcell, Couperin and Gibbons.
Information, wit, canons, and fugues were, like
June, "bustin' out all over".
Popular hit
record of last
month - "I Hear a Symphony", yowled by a group that,
I think, probably never heard a symphony, would not have recognized it anyway, and
if they had, would have yelled, "Turn that damn racket off. Let's hear The Beattles".
Keith Bissell's Cantata conducted by himself at St. Paul's church on Bloor St.,
was a fine piece and it pleased me mightily, as did the other recitals arranged by
Dr. Peaker on the Saturday series.
I am an acknowledged fan of Fred Silvester and was glad I heard him and his
choir in The Messiah at Bloor Street United Church. What an organist!
I am speechless with jealousy.
Looking through some old records of the Eaton Operatic Society I came across a
programme dated April 9th 1931.
Opera star Grace Moore was the guest artist, Thomas
Crawford a staunch fellow in the A.L.C. was the conductor. Frank Blachford was the
concert master. Harold Sumberg and Frank Fusco played violin, Leo Smith was principal
cello. A young man, Charles Peaker (minus the Doctor) was the choir accompanist. Another young man, Dr. Ernest MacMillan (without the Sir) was playing the "Grand Organ".
TEMPUS FUGITIS.
I have another "bon mot" from Healey Willan, who says I always misquote him.
This one concerns the famous composer Sir Charles Villiers Stanford, who, when a
young student, was organist at Trinity College, Cambridge. At a college function
he was presented to a distinguished guest by a master blessed with wit and a sense
of humour. He said, "This is Mr. Villiers Stanford, our young organist, who both
surprises and delights us, though I must say he delights us most when he surprises
us least."
Listening to CBC the other night, I was somewhat mystified to hear a young lady
singing a Handel aria complaining about what I thought was 'these noisy, sexy bees'.
I don't blame Handel's librettist for complaining about the noise, especially if the
bee had uttered a whoop of joy as he drove his sting home on the unlucky poet.
I do
not feel that a bee's sex life is anybody's business and in this I am firmly upheld
by Joe Barfoot, the Club's most informed beekeeper.
If anyone has anything more to
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February 1966
The exhibition of Portraits of Members, although long delayed, is causing
no end of interest at lunch time.
The portraits of some members were painted
many years ago which makes for a guessing game.
On the whole, comments have been
polite.

Harry Maude, who was not able to be with us at the Christmas Dinner due to
a fall on the ice, is now in circulation again.
Having suffered sprains and strains
in most of his fragile members he is wondering what's next.

«

The Ladies Night of February 23rd proved to be most interesting.
Professor
Soper of the Department of Botany, University of Toronto, showed slides of the far
north flora - principally of Ellesmere Island.

The members' dinner of February 26th proved to be a bit hectic, especially
when references were made to the old Toronto City Hall.
Professor Acland spoke
in favor of retaining the old pile while a vociferous body of the audience shouted
its disapproval.
Anyway it was all in the Club's tradition of good will.

From the balmy shores of Daytona Beach comes the following message of Norman
Alexander "A & L members are to be found wherever you go.
Have visited Percival
Biggar in Winter Park where he lives for 6 months each year in a
lovely home on a delightful little
lake.
Four months of the summer
in Lake-of-Bays with a few weeks in Toronto, passing through, rounds
out the year.
What a life! Yesterday I met lan Urquhart strolling
along the main street here.
He is well and is enjoying his retirement, promises to come to the Club for lunch on his return.
I'll
be
home about March 15."

Members watching Ed. McGibbon's Toronto File programme on television on Feb.
14th were pleasantly surprised to see 'Gene and Maggi Butt as two of the principal
participants. The question under discussion was the rapid rise in assessment and
Staxes on Macpherson Avenue, where the Butts now reside. The points brought forward
in their argument against the increases were quite sound and reasonable, and fellow
member A.J.B. Gray, the assessment commissioner, after considerable hedging, admitted
that changes will have to be made in the Assessment Act.
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The Butts seem to thrive on one challenge after another--from how to live
graciously in anapartment downtown on Trinity Square, to restoring a 150-year-old
log house in Durham County, and now renovating a mediocre home into a delightful
town house on Macpherson Avenue.
With this battle won, they have now taken on the
commendable task of fighting to save our old City Hall from destruction. Good luck
Gene and Maggi.

I

H. G.W-B.

Roby Kidd certainly gets around!
He is at the University of Rajasthan,
JAIPUR, India, engaged in a unique experience of co-operation between Canada and
India.
"A contract was drawn up and signed and the University of Rajasthan
had 'twinned' with the University of B.C.
The advantages of this plan are apparent. On the one hand the project
obtains the focussed and sustained imagination and support from a
specific department in a single university, one chosen for its record
of accomplishment.
At the same time, the Canadian university is able to draw on experience,
resources, equipment and personnel from all over Canada and abroad. Its
efforts are not limited to the resources of a single institution.
The
terms are very simple.
Canada, through the University of B.C., undertakes

to provide advice and specific service of the University of Rajasthan for
a number of years. Canada supplies at least two senior advisors each
year and agrees to receive for training at least two staff officers from
India.
Canada pays salaries and travelling expenses of the experts and provides
some equipment and supplies. The host country provides housing and
offices and travelling expenses while the men are on duty in India."

W. A. Craick came across a reference to the late Napier Moore in the Scots
Magazine for December 1965. An article "AT HOGMANAY" by James Drawbell (a newspaperman) recalls the days when he was a young journalist in New York and Napier Moore
befriended him one Hogmanay.
The story is too long to spoil here. Ask Hunter Bishop
for it.
John Irwin has just been elected President of the St. George's Society and
is now our gracious landlord. When we saw the collection of posters of Beautiful
Britain on the walls of the Club (put up for their annual meeting) we thought we had
strayed into a travel agency by mistake. However, the display was splendid foil for
the near zero weather that existed outside.
Henry Foster - publisher of The Evening Tribune, Welland, evidently got over
his meeting with Lord Thomson (see January M.L.).
He sent us a clipping describing
the presentation of a plaque honoring him for his many years of service to the Welland
and District Health Unit (1945-1965).
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LADIES NIGHT Feb 16
On February 16th Wednesday evening we were treated to a remarkable evening
of music by our good friend and fellow member Reginald Godden, who, between his
work and travels from San Francisco and back, with his customary generosity and
enthusiasm, made time to give us a performance of his Bach and Pre-Bach programme
which you all received.
After a splendid buffet dinner with many ladies and some gentlemen, the
dining hall was rearranged; the Steinway girded its coigns and the ageless Reg.
introduced his work beaming with exhuberant descriptions,
origins, histories and
anecdotes, all delivered with the unselfconscious abandon of a naughty boy whose
mother has gone out shopping.
Having been digging and exploring he now proposed
to show his secret treasures and display the virtues of his beloved instrument.

He discreetly lifted the heavy lid of "old faithful" only a few inches,
stuffing under it a cushion which had been quickly thrown to him by some extremely
unselfish member of the Club who smugly thought he had solved the hard chair problem
until Reg called for help.
This device may have been conceived because he could not bear to see the
uncarded hammers but I believe it was done chiefly to control resonance and
accoustics. He does not use pedals, preferring to command all fortes and sostenutos
with the hands and individual fingers, as he does when a note is intended to be
"held".
Many in the audience suffered a mild agitation when it was observed that
some fool member of the executive had neglected to leave the piano stool nearby.
This turned out to be not true for, to everyone's surprise, and without explanation
Reg drew forward an especially designed cushion upon which he knelt on the floor.
After a moment or two of dramatic silence he commenced the performance.
He played the Suite in B Minor and the Air and Saraband all the while shaking
his head periodically with a vigorous display of emotion over the poor condition of
the rutted felts which, although not seen, were heard, adding many tones to the performance which Reg did not intend.
As we listened with pleasure, and with wonder watched the kneeling figure
as if in supplication before the hallowed instrument, one could almost hear him
intone "The Hammers are dead. Long Live the Club." But he remained silent.
Following this half hour of pure Bach, Reg kept his promise to give us a
"coffee break" for he is humanitarian and sensitively aware of the poor physical
condition of most members of the Club, knowing full well that it would have been
unfair to ask them to sit for more than three quarters of an hour at a time on excruciatingly uncomfortable chairs, doing nothing, while he enjoyed the luxury of
kneeling upon a very soft cushion working his fingers to the bone and getting a
good deal of exercise.
The second third of the programme, consisting of his translations of lute
music and orchestrals into piano form, was doubly interesting to hear because one
could hear the styles moving backward in time from Rameau 1683-1764 to Byrde 15381623 at the rate of about fifty years at a time as you will see by your programme
in detail. Each was amply illustrated with verbal description of the histories
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and characteristics of both music and composers, flippantly highlighted
with primary
colours of humour.
After this half hour, or three quarters, we were allowed
to go on another
mission; Reg having previously invited any who felt
they had had enough, to feel free
to leave without giving offense, because, he said, he
was going to play the last
third anyway. I think no one left.
So he proceeded with the "High Baroque" wherein
Reg thoroughly enjoyed sporting his incorrigible musical wit,
humour, and, in the
last piece, unbelievable dexterity with his own arrangement
called Felude and Prugue
involving as many as six parts and even chordal fugues.
It was a performance which
no human being can do. Which may be what he meant when he told
us beforehand that
he defied anyone living to accomplish this feat.
It was smashing. Two hours after he left the city the
Steinway was still
quietly vibrating in the lower registers.
After this gruelling performance for two hours on his knees,
Reg conceded
that he would enjoy his first drink of the evening. There followed
congratulations,
camaraderie and many reunions also of a memorable nature, for among
other things I
had taken the liberty of inviting his early mentor and later
partner Scott Malcolm,
erstwhile member who, with Reg used to make much time
in their international career
to participate unstintingly in Club shows the years before
the war, and one finale
after the war.
Not having attended the Club, nor met Reg for ten years
or more, including
Betty Malcolm who was part and parcel of their team life and
travelling shows, they
all declared that it was a great delight to have dinner
together at "The Meeting
Place" when also the meal was superlative, drawing several
complimentary remarks
from the amazed Scott.
Together with the warm and interested presence of such cornerstones
as
Edgar Stone and Chuck Matthews (who captured a Club "first" in camera
of Reg's
new position) there were many others of the old guard who thoroughly
enjoyed meeting
these two creative artists again and recalling creative achievements
within the Club
in which they had all participated. It is never forgotten
what an enormous contribution these two men made to the Club.
It was an evening which penetrated to the
core.
For this privilege of dropping in every year or so from San
Francisco and
giving us a professional performance, Reg regularly pays his
annual dues, but as
he no longer uses the piano stool we may have to consider
reducing them for him.
For many who may still be mystified by the kneeling to play the
piano for
nearly two hours, which is unusual, I would pass on, subject
to correction, that
it is done for physical comfort and easier manipulation of the
arms and hands. It
is not generally known that Reg has some artificial accoutrements
permanently wired
in the region of his left elbow, and temporary, current pain in
his right fibia. So
he intelligently adjusts his positions that they do not interfere
with his control.
There are more ways than one to play a piano "correctly" as Reg
so expertly proves.
It is a practical reason in service to his art and craft not
merely for "show".
(Although Reg loves to amaze people.)
Those who heard will agree. He does.
So thank you, dear Reg, for your exhilarating fresh air from the
west which
f
was so thoroughly enjoyed by all, and congratulations for your
continued achievements
which you continue to share so freely with the Club.
A memorable evening.
Eric Aldwinckle
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After 17 years service to the Club as archivist, Horace Corner has felt
necessary to resign. The large scrap-books which are so eagerly looked at by members are a vital part of the Club's life. The job of keeping the book filled with
items about Club members takes a great deal of time. Horace's successor is Frank
Carrington, and we ask him not to be too discouraged at our mention of the hard work
involved. In fact, this hard work can be greatly lessened by members themselves
who take the trouble to send in clippings from magazines, newspapers, or whatever
else, so that the scrap-book can record the doings of our members.
The editor of
the MONTHLY LETTER now has an opportunity of thanking Horace personally for the
many tips he has handed in, of which we've been able to make use in the letter.

Walter Moorhouse contributed a most interesting article in the Christmas
1965 Varsity Graduate. The article GOLDEN YEARS AT OLD SPS recalls for present
readers the delightful times enjoyed by Walter Moorhouse when he was just setting
out to carve a name for himself in architecture. It is interesting to note that
Walter graduated first as a civil engineer, and, of course, this knowledge has
helped him in his chosen profession of architecture.

Willson Woodside seems to be smiling a good deal these days.
Certainly it
is not because of the state of world tension. It is really because of his recent
appointment to the University of Guelph where he is to hold forth on history.
Lucky students!

LAPP'S CORNER

In our sitting room between the harmonium and a picture of grandma's
cousin's uncle in his red flannel undies, is a blackboard.
On that blackboard I
have written - "Rimski-Korsakof did not write 'The Love of Three Oranges', you
fool. Prokofieff wrote 'The Love of Three Oranges', you fool."
I shall not
stop writing until I learn not to leap before I look into cocksure remarks based
on nothing.
(vide last monthly letter.)
Well, anyway, I know who wrote Schumann's Carnival and I know the talented
young man who played at the last monthly dinner. His name is Graham Welch, he is
a pupil of Clifford Poole, and a student in his final year of music education at
the University of Toronto. He also played part of the Lombeau de Couperin, courtesy
of Maurice Ravel, and exhibited some electrifying piano playing. He was actually
substituting for Margaret and Clifford Poole, who would have electrified us with
their two piano programme on one piano. O.K., if anybody can say it any better
than that, come on up here and try.
Clifford says they will play some other time
when Margaret's finger is better. We hope so.
Dr. Richard Johnston is a new and virgin member of the club, and we welcome
him. He is professor of music at the University and redheaded. On top of this he
is director of the summer school at the Conservatory of'Music. Topping that, he
has written a symphony with a record of several performances. He has also written
small pieces, and wears glasses. He has a beautiful wife whose name is Yvonne.
Dick Johnston and Harvey Perrin are now in Hungary, having flown in on their
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own brooms. They are currently being whisked around in luxury by the cultural
department of the Hungarian government. A whole month of either one of them should
be a severe test of friendship, so, if they haven't murdered each other by the time
they get back, I think we should hear about their trip at a monthly dinner.
Every time I come into the club for lunch, I look around for Freddie
Silvester. Mazz is there, but no Freddie, and his absence saddens me, as it does
everyone who regards him as I do. If he'll only come back, I'll promise not to be
jealous of his wonderful organ playing any more. I hope he knows how much we miss
him.
Ernesto Barbini will conduct two one-act operas in the MacMillan Theatre,
March 25 and 26.
Both rarely heard, are "The Portuguese Inn" by Cherubini and
"The Wandering Scholar" by Gustav Holst.
On CBC recently, the TSO played a piece of so-called music by Stravinsky,
which he dedicated to his neighbour, the now defunct Aldous Huxley.
I wonder what
Aldous ever did to him. Maybe one dark night he popped over the back fence and
swiped Igor's radishes.
Sounded like it.
Mazzoleni could conduct Yankee Doodle upside down and I would like it. Three
weeks ago he conducted Orff's opera "Die Kluge" right side up and I had a wonderful
time at it. Two shows February 18 and 19. Mazz has a great flair for taking all
those thousands of little black notes in the score and bringing them to life in just
the right atmosphere for the action on stage. I wish operas, however, would make up
their mind whether they want to sing or talk. I become livid when a singer ends her
aria on a grand high note, then suddenly lowers her tonsils and starts to yacketyyack at the tenor who yackety-yacks right back at her. That's all very fine for
"Oklahoma" but in the "Magic Flute", yet! Even Beethoven doesn't make it come off.
Why? Because it's a damn stupid idea, that's why.

*

It was a welcome sound to hear Walter Bowles, recovered from the flu, giving
his news again at 7:30 a.m. on CBC.
After the news, as most of you probably know
by this time, Walter joins Bruce Smith and Ed Fitkin in a refreshing ad lib session
until 7:45. They have titivated me for years.
If this University ever gets hard up for some extra cash I have a suggestion.
Announce that Herman Geiger-Torel will rehearse an opera, any opera on a certain date
or dates and sell tickets. His speed while trouble shooting is second only to Northern
Dancer or Mary Martin in "Peter Pan".
Herman may be out in the house watching his
show, and a performer gets in a wrong spot.
Before she can say "Ah", there is a
"whoosh", and Herman is at her side, having traversed one hundred feet in one second
flat. On several more disastrous occasions he has been known to break the sound
barrier. And that isn't all. For more of Herman's rehearsal romps see our next
issue.
Remember the big Sunday Show a few weeks ago, in January. I phoned Healey
Willan at church time. No answer. A chorister had picked him up in his car at
10:15 and driven him to Manning Avenue, where they stuck. On foot, our hero without
even a St. Bernard and his keg of liquor, plodded through the drifts on foot till
he came to St. Mary's. It must have been a good four blocks. The rector met him at
the door and said, "What the Heaven did you come out on a morning like this for?"
Healey said, "Give me ten minutes to get me breath back and me gouen on." (misquote)
At 11:10 they started the mass.
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say about 'these noisy sexy bees' I would appreciate a postcard or, if urgent, a
wire.
Happy New Year to all of us.
H.L.

R. York Wilson writing from Hong Kong to Jack Wildridge of you know whose GALLERY,
tells something about his present tour of the Orient.
"Thanks for your long newsy letter and clippings . . . those of the Mural
controversy were about as expected and as disgusting. Toronto (all of
Canada for that matter) doesn't change, unfortunately . . . it makes us
doubly thankful to be here.
We are living in this (a friend's) luxurious apartment on four levels and
are having the luxury of separate bathrooms of which there are four. We are
on the 7th floor of a building that is already at the top of a mountain,
overlooking Repulse Bay. We can see for miles and watch the Chinese fishing
junks and sampans on the Bay. The biggest beach is also right in front of us
and people are swimming or surf-boarding every day. We have glass doors all
across the living room giving onto a balcony where we eat many of our meals.
Sometimes the sun is too hot even at breakfast time on the balcony. From
time to time I stop work to look through field glasses and do small black
and white sketches of the fishing boats - it is really one of the dreamiest
places we have ever been. We have toyed with the idea of going into Red China
-- to Peking, Shanghai and Canton (have even got duplicate passports because
of being in Nationalist China at Taiwan) but have temporarily shelved the idea
because 14 days would cost a basic $1200. U.S. regardless of any extras beyond
the flights, food & accommodation. You may be mildly interested in what I am
doing with my days in the direction of work and I am pleased to report I'm
working very hard. So far I am staying with the original plan of doing only
12 x 16's.
I did 2 only in Hawaii, about 12 in Japan, about 4 or 5 in Taiwan
and about 20 odd here to bring the total so far to 40.
Our way of life has become a rather pleasantly divided thing. I paint all day
most days but when not painting we are beginning to be more able to divorce
ourselves from it and have periods of refreshment while enjoying other things.
Today, Sunday, we were in Hong Kong just wandering and window-shopping although
we did end up in an art store buying 45 pieces of W&N canvas cut to 12x16 sizes
and card to mount it on and sundry other art supplies.
. . .
We will certainly appreciate hearing any news - also clippings - as we do not
have radio, television or newspapers and the only Canadians we have met here
are in Peking at the moment . . ."
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OBITUARY
Colonel George G. Nasmith 1877-1965
Colonel Nasmith died in Sunnybrook Hospital November 1965. He joined the Club in
1916 and was made an Honorary Life Member at the Club's Jubilee celebration in 1959.
An outstanding scholar, scientist and author, he will be best remembered as the inventor of the gas mask used in the first
world war.
For this
he was made a Companion
of St. Michael and St. George in 1915.
Colonel Nasmith was Toronto's first deputy health officer in the years between 1909
and 1919. He again came into prominence when, in the Second World War he became
deputy national commissioner of the Canadian Red Cross Society in London, England.
Although Col. Nasmith had been removed from active life for the past ten years, there
are many of our older members who recall his modesty and reserve.

A member of our Club for a number of years, Joseph Henry Robertson, known to most
Arts & Letters members as Harry, died Saturday, December 18th at the age of 64.
Unfortunately through ill health he was unable to be at the Club the last eight months
or so -- Harry was a man with a lively interest in photography, was a member of the
Horticultural Society, and had an unbounded capacity and enthusiasm for living. He
was employed for the last 18 years at Cockfield, Brown & Co. Advertising Agency as
a writer.

THE LIBRARY
Archaeology Of The Cinema is a most interesting book which deals with the history of
the origins of the motion picture. It is thoroughly and uniquely illustrated, for
many of the 293 photographs were taken specially for this book. The well-known
author, C.W. Ceram, traces the development of the mechanics of the motion picture,
from the enchanting toys that demonstrate the principle of "persistence of vision",
through the discovery of photography and the photographic analysis of motion, to the
final projection of the moving image.
Canadian Writers is a biographical dictionary edited by Guy Sylvestre, Brandon
Couron, and Carl F. Klinck. There are approximately 325 entries which vary in
length from 50 to 500 words; there is also a unique Chronological Table which allows
the reader to relate important dates in Canada's history to those of significant
events in Canadian literature. This reference work is a valuable source of ready
information on a wide range of Canadian writers, both English and French.
Five Centuries of American Costume. The author, R. Turner Wilcox, has been recognized as a costume authority for the past 20 years;
it is she who wrote The Mode
In Costume, a book which has received quite a good deal of use since it first appeared on the shelves of our library. The new book ranges in time from the costumes
of the Viking explorers to the space suits of the 1962 astronauts. Military dress
and children's clothes are dealt with in separate sections. The book emphasizes
every-day wear rather than fashion, which, until recently, was of exclusively European
origin.
Each chapter is fully illustrated
with line drawings.
H.B.

A VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR to all our readers -

it will be made more so if you will let
the Editor into your secrets, achievements and happenings.
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EDITOR: John A.M. Galilee.
Telephone 921-4472 (Business)
Correspondence and news items always welcomed.

222-4108 (home)

March 26th seems a long time ago but that was the evening when we heard Dr. John
Dakin, Head of the Division of Town and Regional Planning, University of Toronto
speak on "Megalopolis and the Inner City".
The subject was of special interest
At this date we find our notes very
to architects who attended in large numbers.
little
help but the gist of the Professor's remarks encompassed the rather
frightening theme of continuous human habitation clear from Montreal - through
Toronto and on to Buffalo.
It would appear that the elite in our future society
will be decision makers, leaving the rest of us a mass of drones.
Dr. Dakin spoke
of the hypothetical case of a group of 2500 scientists gathered together to work
out some problem compared with which the manned moon space ship would be child's
play.
This erudite galaxy would require a supporting cast of over 200,000 drones.

*

While much of Dr. Dakin's remarks were highly specialized, yet, we did understand
the slide presentation which emphasized the point that planning is absolutely
necessary for tomorrow's teeming population.
Anyway, Dick Blue, in thanking the
speaker for his fine address referred to a slight bit of non-planning in his own
home area.
On the same night we discovered several new portraits that had been added to
George Hulme's exhibition.
Apparently Wentworth Walker and Walter Packman had
discovered many old photographic treasures by venturing through an old trap door.
The archives of the Club are the richer for the find of these intrepid explorers.

Horace Corner who doesn't get down to the Club very often wrote that he listens
to radio a good deal now.
He heard a splendid record from the CBC files the
other day - a piano duet by Scott Malcolm and Reg Godden.
It reminded Horace
of the many occasions when Malcolm and Godden played at the Club.

Recent New Members - biographical information - courtesy of a FRIEND.
Borden Spears, a classicist by education, a journalist by varied and distinguished
experience.
A member of that large fraternity of former Star staffers (his last
post with the Toronto Star before his resignation was as managing editor).
He is
editor of Maclean's.

I
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John F. Brook, is a doctor but not of the gut.
He is Secretary-Treasurer of ROM
(if you can't identify those initials, blush and consult Dr. W.E. Swinton of our
Executive Committee and ROM topp brass).
Until 1962 he was secretary to the
Board of Governors U. of T. and Assistant to the President, Claude Bissell.
He
is enthusiastic about music and sings.
Timothy A. Phillips is one of our younger painters fittingly introduced by John
Grier. His artistic interests encompass music and literature.
He studied for
seven years with salvador dali (whose name we put in lower case since dali is not
a member of the AGL).
Kenneth E. Jobe is art director of Chatelaine, on the executive of the Art Directors' Club and, of special interest to McMurrich, Irwin, Christie and others
mounting Spring and other shows, he makes a hobby of set design.
Norman W. Hurrle is organ-grinder and Master of the Choristers of St. James'
Cathedral.
Educated musically in Toronto, at the Royal School of Church Music in
London and the Eastman School in Rochester, N.Y.
Hurrle emigrated from Montreal
to Toronto last fall.
But none of his accomplishments is more worthy of note
than his good fortune to have been born and raised in Peterborough, Ont. (a
privilege shared by the compiler of this note).
Berners A.W. Jackson is one of the very few non-resident members elected in the
last several years.
He is professor of English at McMaster, which is in Hamilton,
and lives there (an oddity on which we withhold comment).
His first
degree was
from McMaster, his last earned one (D.Phil.) was from Oxford.
Has edited various
papers and texts and directed a Shakespeare seminar at Stratford.
Eric B. Hutton, prominent in Canadian journalism for many years, is an editor with
the Maclean-Hunter dominion and an alleged ghost (he has done a number of books
under the names of non-professional authors, i.e.
non-authors.)
Stuart J. Shaw is a lawyer by trade, a newspaperman by vocation and a curioso by
avocation (he has an elephantine memory for the lore and lusts of any period
from the Dioclesian to the Diefenbaker eras.)
Raised in Alberta, he practiced
law for five years in Calgary, during which period he was seduced into editorial
writing, which eventually propelled him to the Globe and Mail editorial page, and
a few years ago to the exaltation of the Star, where he is now principal editorial
writer.
John D. Keith is a legitimate doctor, which is to say, a physician.
He practices
at the Hospital For Sick Children and has written a book on heart disease in
infancy.
Reads poetry well, eats Wednesday Night dinners well, and had he not
been called to higher things early, might have been an historian.
Edwin H. Kasdan is a barrister in the office of the Official Guardian, Queen's
Park.
Introduced to the Club by Judge Frank Denton, he has a learned, intensive
and sensitive interest in history, art, antique coins, the theatre and travel,
and his quiet conversational gamut is titillating.
David B. Black is another youngish lawyer who has been a practising barrister
since 1958.
A nephew of C.A.G. Matthews, he has a particular interest in modern
Canadian painting.
Other indications of his intelligence are his advocacy of
the abolition of the rope, his selective approval of some Liberals and his peaceful liking for contentious conversation.

-
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Alan J. Grant is president of his own sales company, a son-in-law of Harold Dyment,
well known to numerous other members, and has an interest in music and painting.
Patrick Meany is an editor with Macmillan's, has published short stories, is
interested in literature, Gaelic and "Anglo-Irish civilization".
An Executive
Committee member, noting this on Meany's application, rudely said: "It's
a contradiction of terms".
We leave this new member to elucidate at the bar.
T.J.A.

SPRING SHOW

April 25-30,

1966

LET'S ALL HATE TORONTO
With this delightfully modest theme the Show was bound to be a success.
And it
was!
Speaking to members during and after, it was voted one of the best efforts
of the Club in many years.
Its pace was good.
It had a cohesive quality that
ran right through to the end.
Gay choruses, smart bright numbers, just right
costuming, the jolliest
music and enthusiastic performers - who could lose?
It would be dangerous to start singling out individual performers so we are reproducing the programme in its entirety.
Perhaps we may be pardoned for mentioning the Director of the Show - Bob Christie whose magic touch charmed the whole
cast into superlative performance.
It is also worthy of note that one of our new
members, Ed H. Kasdan, played multiple parts with evident relish.
It was particularly timely that Jack McLaren, the genius that inspired the whole show, appeared
at the Saturday Show and made a happy speech about the old Club.
Drawings from
the book "Let's All Hate Toronto" had been blown up and adorned the walls of the
Club.
We noted that more seat holders than usual came "dressed-up" for the occasion.
Victorian garb well becomes some of our members - we hope that some of those
fashions will return.
The well worn cliche' A DEBT OF GRATITUDE just has to be
used here - The whole Club owes the said cliche to the many, many members, over
75 of them, who contributed their time,
their talents and their creativity to
this production.
If you, Member, were not numbered with those 75 - it was your
loss.
The shared responsibilities of this and any other Club activity bring
their own richest rewards, as any member of the cast will agree.

LAPP'S CORNER
One reason, and, sometimes my only reason for watching "7 Days" is the appearance
of Dinah Christie at the opening and several times during the show.
Her material,
written by Mavor Moore, and most beguilingly performed, never fails to get the
show off the paper.
Of course, with Bob Christie for a father, how could she miss?
^O

Last night (May 1st) I was disappointed that the rest of the hour fell so far short
of Dinah's performance.
To me it seemed like a stumbling parade of dull, confused,
directionless mish-mash.
So far, amidst the exchange of insults and vituperations,

(
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I have heard no one actually challenging the merits of the "7 Days" show.
After
last night, I should think that this aspect of the teapot tempest would be worth
looking into.
Anyway, as long as they keep Dinah singing I won't complain.
I certainly will not complain about the last two one-act operas I saw at the
MacMillan Theatre recently.
The first
was a harmless, pseudo-naughty work called
"The Portuguese Inn".
It was delightfully sung and acted by members of the Opera
School, with the orchestra conducted by Ernesto Barbini.
After the first
opera
there was a ten minute intermission during which I sat and marvelled at the twelve
inch raven tresses of a young gentleman, who had infiltrated the row ahead and
unblushingly sat directly in front of me.
As he did not carry a guitar, I thought
at first
he was a girl, until, during the evening he pulled out a large white
handkerchief and blew a blast on his nose in the masculine key of B flat major.
He seemed to like his music longhaired too.
The next opera, was the best comic opera in one act I have ever seen.
It was a
lusty and bawdy show by Gustav Holst.
Ernesto really entered into the spirit of
this exhibit, conducting with so much verve and understanding that one day I fear
he may be whisked off to do a new opera which I understand is being produced in
Ottawa.
It is a modern ring cycle based on Fanny Hill, featuring an extremely
well known cast of characters.
With no long hairs or stocking pants in sight,
I sat down in a comfortable pew in St. Paul's Anglican Church to hear the Brahms'
Requiem conducted by Sir Ernest MacMillan.
The church was crowded and deservedly
so.
Under Sir Ernest's direction choir, soloists and orchestra gave a most inspired performance.
As I listened to Harry Maude singing "Lord, let me know my
end" I thought how ridiculous it was that last year, with a voice like Harry's
ready and willing, we had to endure that so-and-so who came all the way from
England to show us how lousy one can sing The Messiah.
Dr. Charles Peaker played
the organ with the orchestra, and I admired the way he did not try to blast them
out of existence.
Instead he blended the organ in so subtly, that it sounded
like an additional twenty-five instruments.
It was not Charlie's fault that I did not enjoy his organ playing at St. Andrew's
Anglican church where I heard Keith Bissell's new cantata "People, look East"
for choir, soloists, organ, and four brass instruments.
To my tin ear the organ
sounded like the Calliope on a Mississippi river boat, running low on steam.
It
was only by judicious manipulation that Charlie (looking pained) prevented the
so called organ from wrecking the performance.
For years I've wondered how
church congregations let themselves be hoodwinked into spending their money on
some of the unmusical contraptions I have wrathfully listened to in the House of
God.
Having investigated some of their music committees, I am no longer puzzled.
The last one that came to my knowledge consisted of a plumber, a truck driver, a
butcher and a hardware merchant.
Musicians were barred.
Keith's Cantata was much enjoyed by the large crowd in the church.
Keith's music
is written for today, not the year 2500 A.D. when probably nobody will be around
to hear it,
except a few twelve tone diehards, who would damn it anyway.
I stayed for three quarters of an hour at John Sidgwick's concert at Ryerson
Auditorium and then left to go to work myself.
I stayed long enough however to
thoroughly admire what I was listening to, and John for making it possible.
Next
time I hope to stay till
the end, and give him the attention he so richly deserves.

The spring revue is being written up elsewhere in this issue, but I'm sure no one
will resent the redundance of expressing my appreciation to Jack Yocom for his
excellent work on the music, before and during the show.

-
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I have gone back to the sins of my early youth and am playing for the silent
movies again.
The Film Festival is running a series of films for a month at
the Radio City Theatre. on Bathurst Street.
I have played the piano for Foolish
Wives, Blind Husbands and The Merry Widow, all ranging from 1940 to 1920.
That
was why I only got a peep at the gorgeous sights and sounds of the Easter Mass
at St. Mary Magdalene.
Healey Willan played the organ as only he can glorify
the singing, and the choir did a superb job, even for them.
Regretfully I tore
myself away and went over to watch the screening of "Foolish Wives", featuring
that old, old, old and now defunct actor Eric von Stroheim.
None of you, of
course, are old enough to remember.
The luncheon table is still
bare without our dear pal Freddie Silvester.
I can't
help looking around every time I come in, and feeling a pang at the sight of his
vacant chair.
Herman Geiger-Torel was on the air last week, talking about opera and his favourite project - The Canadian Opera Company.
Herman, talking on any subject is my
ideal form of entertainment, except when he says that opera should be sung in
English for those who speak English.
Well, I speak English and I hate it.
I
stoutly maintain (against Herman and even Richard Wagner), that the language of
any opera should be the language in which the composer wrote it.
If he wrote it
in Zulu let it stay in Zulu.
The Met found this out when they put on that vile
English translation of La Boheme.
It is now in the garbage can where it started.
I think they should add to the garbage can all that damn nonsense which they are
paying Tyrone Guthrie to perpetrate on Faust and a few other defenceless operas.
They call it streamlining.
God help us. God help Gounod and Verdi.
I'd rather
listen to some of Harry Maude's incomparable parodies on songs, poems or anything
he can lay his delightfully rapacious hands on.
His latest literary mayhem is
in connection with that old timer, "Asleep in the deep", the last line of which
he sang at the end of his specialty in the spring revue.
Everyone had heard
the original, "Many bravehearts are asleep in the deep, so beware."
Harry's
version brought down the house - "Many brave hearts are caught sleeping with
tarts, so beware be-be-be-be-ware."
H.L.

We were delighted to receive this letter from Chick Hendry.
By some inverted
coincidence his headquarters address during the winter months was West Palm Beach,
Florida.
"On returning from an Intercultural Seminar in Honolulu at the East-West
Center of the University of Hawaii earlier this week I found awaiting
me, in an accumulation of mail, notice of Reg Godden's "Bach and Pre-Bach"
Concert.
Once again I have been reminded of the delights I have been
missing back home.

*

"As some of my friends at the Club know I am currently on a six-months
sabbatical.
My first
field studies were undertaken in Jamaica, Puerto
Rico and the Dominican Republic.
I managed by sheer good fortune to
get out just before the last shooting spree.
With my trusty Norelco I
succeeded in tape recording some quite unusual and valuable interviews.
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"The Seminar on Intercultural Perspective in Social Work Education brought together 4
twenty-four representatives, social work educators and social scientists, mostly
from Asian countries.
It is not inappropriate to say that this was "a first
exercise of its kind and the Proceedings to be published in time for the International
Congress to be held in Washington in late August, should constitute a significant
contribution to professional literature in this field.
"On my return from a brief trip to New York and Ottawa next week and a pause here in
celebration of a 40th Wedding Anniversary, I will be off for Peru and Mexico, to
round out some further, basic data and community development in those countries.
Later I will be taking a close-up look at the U.S. Anti-Poverty Program (OEO) in
the Appalachian and New Mexico regions - all of this by way of field reconnaissance
for the book I am working on.
"Art galleries are always a point of call, the latest one, the Honolulu Academy,
which is featuring a showing of Raoul Dufy.
So you see I am not exactly neglecting
the 'arts and letters' sector entirely.
"Greetings

and good wishes."

More correspondence:
"Yours truly has been given a Citation by the National Huguenot Society

of Washington,

D.C.

for the research I did concerning the Huguenots

around the world and published in my "Trail of the Huguenots".
"This book is now in its second printing in Canada, is published in
London, England, and sold well in Germany.
It is now published in
Baltimore, Maryland.
Sometime ago I was made a Fellow of the London
Huguenot Society.
"In February, "The Trail of the Black Walnut" was brought out as an
enlarged edition by McClelland and Stewart after the former edition
had had three printings.
Not so bad for a MS I peddled from publisher to publisher for four years and which was finally financed by
the Pennsylvania German Society.
The Establishment in Toronto are
not interested in my researches into early Canadian History, but
fortunately for me the reading public is.
G. Elmore Reaman"

Tehran,

Iran,

April 8,

1966

The Editor, Newsletter
Arts and Letters Club
14 Elm Street,
Toronto, Ontario
Dear Sir:
I realize that the term "sir"
is rarely used around the Arts and
Letters Club but it is to be taken as a figure of speech only, and as a confession
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"that, in my usual fashion, I have forgotten who is the Editor of the Newsletter.
At least this is an indication that I have not swamped you with reports of doings
before.
But you have indicated that you want to know what members of the Club
are doing - that is, what is printable - so here goes.
"This will tell
you what two of us are doing in any case.
As you may have noticed,
from squibs in the Toronto newspapers (although the Globe and Mail gave it better
coverage), there is an ROM team at present working in Tehran, doing research on
the Iranian Crown jewels and preparing the ground for a large (and, we hope, arty)
publication on them.
As most of the Arts and Letters men are painters, poets,
musicians, scene-changers, ushers, PR men, and other such hangers-on, they probably
know nothing of the Iranian Crown Jewels collection - if they have heard of Iran.
But it is certainly the most spectacular of all such collections.
Strangely enough,
it has never been properly studied nor published.
And this is where we come in.
Vic Meen, Chief Mineralogist of the Museum, (and a member of Arts & Letters) first
got on to the project when he heard of it from an American friend who asked him
if he had ever seen it.
He hadn't, so took the opportunity - about a year ago when he was passing through Tehran to have a look.
He was so impressed that he
went back to Toronto and began to plan on how the ROM could do the job.
You can
imagine that there was a good deal of negotiation with the Iranian authorities
particularly the officials of the Bank Markazi (the Central Bank) which is the
official custodian.
He also had to bring together a team which could cope with
the immense problem of measuring, weighing and identifying the literally thousands
of major stones in the collection.
Because of security arrangements it was necessary also to acquire equipment which could be used to do much of the measuring
and identification through the glass of the display cases.
For, I should say here
that the Jewels are at present displayed in a large room - about 100 feet by 45
feet in dimensions - right down in the vaults of the Bank.
The display was set
up by the Boucheron firm of Paris and they did a good job of combining spectacular
display with security.
We also had to get a team together which could handle the
art and history side of the collection.
And that has been my job.
I can tell
you that the amount of documentation on the collection is almost nil, for the
former Shahs in general treated the collection somewhat cavalierly
and the internal troubles of Iran until the founding of the present dynasty by Reza Shah the
Great in 1925 militated against any archival efforts, at least as far as the jewels
were concerned.
"In any case, the arrangements were all made and to everyone's surprise the ROM of
Canada suddenly appeared in Tehran to do the job right under the noses of a lot
of more firmly-established foreign interests in Iran.
So, since the beginning of
February, seven or eight of us have been haunting the vaults of the Bank Markazi
virtually every day.
The information we have amassed is tremendous.
We know
that we must distinguish between the history of the gems themselves and the jewels
or settings in which they are now shown.
Many of the settings are quite modern;
that is, the ruling dynasty has used some of the older stones to make new tiaras,
brooches, buckles, bracelets, rings, etc. not to speak of crowns, sceptres, and
the like.
But many of the stones are ancient: they bear inscriptions, for instance,
attributing them to various Moghul princes of India - Shah Jehan, Aurangzeb,
Jahangir, etc.
In other words, these are stones we can prove were part of the loot
which Nadir Shah brought back to Persia when he sacked Delhi in 1739.
Many of these
stones are tremendous: emeralds 1-1/2" in diameter, large diamonds (one of them,
the famous Darya-i-Nur, nearly two inches across), immense rubies; and some large
sapphires.
Most of them are in ancient cuts and collets, of course, and do not
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"give the glitter of modern brilliant-cut gems, but they are still
impressive.
Perhaps from a purely artistic view-point however, the enamels are the most
beautiful.
Many of these come from the reign of Fath 'Ali Shah, at the beginning of the 19th century.
The colours are bright, clear, and used with
imagination: dark red, orange-red, light and dark blue, green, - often translucent. There is a good deal of enamel painting - bouquets, birds, animals, and
human figures (these not so succesful in their drawing).
It is a fantastic
collection and should make a spectacular book, for we are taking hundreds of
colour pictures for publication.
In fact, to do as good a job as possible, we
brought our Museum photographer - Leigh Warren - with us, and he is working hard
and intelligently.
This week, for the first
time, under top security arrangements (which includes the presence of five of the nine Bank directors for every
session) we are working inside the cases themselves, handling and studying these
treasures.
It is exciting to say the least.
We shall be returning to Toronto
at the end of April and can provide more information then.
All the best to
Club members.
Doug Tushingham"
One of our newer members, A. G. Wynne Field, earned international
recognition for outstanding work as editor of General's Review,
publication of the General Accident Group.
Recognition accompanied
an Award of Mert won in an evaluation and awards program sponsored by
the International Council of Industrial Editors.
Over 600 business
and industrial publications entered in the International competition
and came from all corners of continental U.S.A., Hawaii, Canada and
10 foregign countries.
They were judged by graphic arts professionals
and top industrial editors on writing, appearance and meeting of
editorial objectives.

The house, built of "junk" owned by George Prokos, is featured in an article in
a May issue of Maclean's Magazine.
These Prokos people don their vulture costumes
and descend on any likely looking demolition job and rescue stairways, sculptures,
flooring, plaster ceilings etc., etc. and incorporate them in their home.
Seems
like a good hobby but mighty distracting!

John Fleetwood Morrow always sends in a verse when he communicates with the Club.
We share this effusion with members - "LET'S ALL HATE TORONTO"
Isn't it an awful pity,
For one whole week we hate this city.
This lovely burg, this happy town,
Financial centre of renown,
That once had shacks of mud and logs
With folk well known for raising hogs.
Oh! mock ye not this humble scribe
To have me hate, you'll have to bribe
So send me six of the best, but pronto
And boy! I'll
really hate Toronto.
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OBITUARY
Alfred B. Fisher (1875 - 1966)
Until his illness "A.B." as he was known, was
a long standing and faithful member of the Arts and Letters
Club which he joined
in 1920.
Born in Toronto 90 years ago, he was a descendant of the
Pennsylvania
Dutch, who migrated to Canada during the American Revolution
and were allotted a
piece of Crown land for a farm, which was named Fisherville
after them.
This
belonged to the Fisher family until 1924 when it was sold.
Alfred B. Fisher was a patron of Canadian arts and collected
paintings by Morrice, Brigden, Tom Thompson, Suzor Cote, Bell
Smith, John Russell,
Paul Peel, Archibald Brown, etc. He also enjoyed the friendship
of Bliss Carman,
Campbell McDonald, Sir Charles Roberts, owning many of their
signed works.
He was a great admirer of the late Ivor Lewis, and the Christmas
play in which the latter acted "The Keeper of the Inn" made a
lasting impression
on him.
Almost until his end he was anxious to get down to the Arts
and Letters
Club and never failed to attend the Christmas Dinner
when he was able.
During World War I he served in the Army and during World
War II
he served on the Soldiers' Dependants Board, the
Blood Donors Clinic etc.

THE LIBRARY
A Concise History Of Modern Sculpture, by Herbert Read, is
work which contains 49 colour plates and 290 black and whitea fully-illustrated
plates.
The author
reviews the works that influenced modern sculptors, and examines
the various
movements and the principles that define them.
The author concludes that the
distinctive characteristic of the post-war situation is the sculptor's
determination to belong to no movement, his insistence on artistic
"free thinking".
Two books have recently been obtained for the Music section
of the library.
One
is Songs Of The Gilded Age, a collection of words and
for forty-eight
favourite songs of the Eighties, the Nineties, and the music
first
decade of the
twentieth century.
The other, in sharp contrast, is the Encyclopedia Of Popular
Music.
This 359-page work contains an alphabetical index of songs, shows,
singers and writers, some special articles dealing with such
things as tape
recorder tips and stereophonic sound, as well as a discography
and a bibliography.
The attention of members is drawn to a particularly good and
inexpensive encyclopedia; for only $2.95 one can obtain The Penguin Encyclopedia
with its 647
pages of up-to-date facts and informative articles.
This is a specially commissioned work, original in concept and execution, and with
particular emphasis
on the second half of the twentieth century.
There are more than 6,000 headings
with full cross-references and explanatory illustrations.
***

***

John Robert Colombo has kindly given to the library
a copy of his book which is
causing so much critical interest, The Mackenzie Poems.
We are indebted to Dr.
Swinton for providing an up-to-date copy of Whitaker's Almanack.
H.B.

Arts & Letters Club,
1966 Spring Revue,
Oswald Stacey, President.

Direction:
Bob Christie

Visiting Ladies in

the Cast:

Cast of Members:

Allen, Carrington, Cooper, Duthie, Ford, Fry, Hume,
Irwin (John), Johnson, Kasdan, Manning, Maude,
McElcheran, McMurrich, Milne, Rowe, Shelden,
Thompson, Ward, Wevers, Wilson.

Music:

Emmie Fuller

Morna Wales

Lapp, Yocom

Set Design Director:
Production:

Costumes :

Lighting:

Irwin

Pincoe, McNeill

Prior

Stage Crew:
Sound:

Chortyk

McMurrich,

Stage Managers:

Writers:

Norma Clarke

Hulme,

Hubbard,

Clark, Montagnes

Doucet, MacMillan
Packman,

Walker,

MacDonald

Coulter, Coatsworth, Christie, Twa, Lapp, Maude, Renouf, Milne,
Johnson, Hume, Bissell, MacMillan, Swinton, McMurrich, Meany, Yocom.

President Stacey wishes to thank sincerely the large host of members responsible
for scripts, design and painting of sets, stage management, stage crew, lighting,
sound, properties, costumes, ticket sales, ticket collection, programme design,
bar duties, and a thousand and one other tasks.

NOW IT CAN BE TOLD - It's fortunate for the viewers of the Show that Al Rae's
tickets were for Monday night. Al and Vi came all decked out in costume, he
as Lord High Poop-De-Do of the Royal Navy and Vi in a very demure period costume
-- demure that is, except for the hat!
All it lacked, if anything was a stuffed
bird! Vi's dress was so contrived that by picking up the hem and raising it above
her head she revealed a Go-Go girl underneath. The Go-Go girl had Vi's shapely
legs and spangled tights but from the waist up the torso, arms and head were
painted on the underside of the skirt (up-side-down!).
Bob Christie saw this startling transformation about five minutes before curtain
and said "We gotta put that in the show!" Vi turned up for six nights and thereby added quite a fillip to the OSA number. Vi deserves a hearty 'thank you' !
Al is a new member although widely known by Club members.
They are a very amusing
and creative couple. Vi is a potter (22" kiln and wheel) and accomplished dress
designer and milliner. When Al's present stint as commodore of the Queen City
Yacht Club is over he can be counted on for active and creative contribution to
the Club.
ANNUAL MEETING MAY 28TH
Your last opportunity to put the 1965/66 Executive Committee through the wringer!
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The 1966 Annual Meeting will go down in history as being one of the best attended
and one of the longest. The usual preliminaries having taken place, Grace, usually
pronounced by our abbot John Wevers, was sung in Latin by the choir who seemed not
The rest of us, except the academicians,
to have forgotten their "amo, amas, amat".
hummed a bit.

*

Oz Stacey, in fine form, recognized Harry Smith as being the only Charter Member
of the Club present. Harry responded by recalling the early days of the Club and
pointing out that the contributions of members through various activities really
He, for some reason or other, singled out the Editor of
makes the Club what it is.
this letter but we know that its continuous production is only possible through the
contributions of members, especially our music critic - Horace Lapp.
The President also introduced the past Presidents which included Sir Ernest MacMillan
(in top form), Jim Wardropper, Cleeve Home and lan Cameron. George Hulme, the
Picture Committee Chairman, was asked to say a few words about the new Picture Show
just hung. He did so, with a remarkable display of Pelmanism by naming the Title,
Surely this Show is one
Artist and Owner of each picture without any hesitation.
of the finest we have seen in the Club with due respect to our avant garde members.
The Annual Meeting got underway by the traditional singing of Willan's Constitution
of the Club, Horace Lapp at the piano, Harry Maude, soloist, and sixteen hearty
members of the Choir.
The Treasurer's Report was given by Philip Clark - the gist of which was that we did
not pay our way during the past year for two significant reasons. The first was
that the average attendance at lunch time was only 37 - surely not enough to carry
The second
the overhead occasioned by the use of all the facilities of the Club.
last year,
the
Club,
voted
on
so
unanimously
the
evening
opening
of
reason was, that
gourmet
meals
provided.
Thus,
failed to attract more than a handful to taste the
there was a loss of over $5000 due to those sad facts. Philip cheered us up by
stupendous (not his description).
saying that our assets are still
At this point Arthur Ament asked if he could say a few words. He read a letter
from Harry Jamieson which criticised the action of the Executive Committee in subBoth in law and fact, he stated,
scribing $1000 to the Toronto Arts Foundation.
this was contrary to the Club's Charter. Having read the letter, Arthur proceeded
to heap coals on the fire until the Chairman asked if he would like to move a
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motion of Censure on the Executive Committee.
"Indeed no", Arthur said.
"Question",
"Question" came from the floor and the Treasurer's Report was accepted, unanimously. &
The impassioned defence of the Chairman and Al Collier had won the day.
A surprising change of pace was the reading of the House Committee's Report by
George Prokos which alluded to the repairs to the roof last summer and the purchase
of a new door mat.
Again, a minority group took over and criticized the Executive
for losing so much money on the opening of the Club for evening dinners.
There were
vague rumors that the artists had contributed some 40 years ago amounts ranging from
$3000 to $40,000 which should not be used to pay for elaborate table d'h6tes in the
Lamps Room.
Out of this confusion came one good suggestion - that pictures donated
to the Club should be so labelled (The Executive had already planned this).
The Entertainment Committee then proceeded to entertain us,
(Spring Show) who presented his report in verse -

first

by Norman McMurrich

Previous chairmen like Irwin and Strachan,
Ended the season all haggard and drawn.
They gave to the Club one whole year of their lives,
Bless them, and bless too, their long-suffering wives.
Entertainment this year was divided in pieces
In response to a brilliant and well-lobbied thesis Which held that by breaking this task into four
No one would suffer a back-breaking chore.
Some executive members cried out in despair
"A committee won't function without any chair!"
But after debate which at times grew unruly,
They named Weatherseed, Wevers, George Hulme and yours truly.
Now looking back on a year that is spent,
A year full of problems for our President,
Where success crowned our actions it was only because
Of advice or a prod from the Wizard called Oz.
And financial success through sale of our booze,
Must go to you, Philip, the Wizard of Ooze.
Then John Wevers

(Saturday Nights)

delivered a numerological essay as follows -

When your obedient servant was dragooned by Robin Strachan, the professional
armtwister of the Club Executive, to arrange entertainment for Saturday night
dinners, he pondered long and deeply on the inner meaning of our Saturday
night tradition. Together with his colleague, Pat Hume, whose role as clerical
philosopher is well known to our last Spring Show audience, he reflected carefully on the metaphysics of the tradition.
From this reflection two characteristics emerged and these I now share with the members.
I.The tradition of the Club is clearly based on holy numbers.
Notice that
during the year each of these Saturdays was the fourth in the month concerned.
Four is of course an ancient sacred number signifying the four corners of the

world.

It might be objected that this is

coincidence, but how then explain

that the Club Executive dediced to divide entertainment responsibilities into four parts? And that your obedient servant has four sons? And so has his
wife? And that this floor has four rooms?

S
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- 3No, gentlemen, this is not chance but clear design.
This is certain since
an even more sacred number is involved, the number seven, which is constituted by three, i.e. the number in the trinity, the sides of a triangle,
etc. plus four.
And every Saturday night affair fell on the seventh day
of the week.
And the dinner was always served at seven o'clock.
And today is the 28th of the month.
Yes, gentlemen, that is seven times four!
II.
There is a second equally profound insight into the nature of our
Club tradition I must mention.
Each of these affairs has been held on
the last Saturday of the month.
And these were all the last days of the
week.
We gathered here on these premises for the last meal of the day.
There is a focus here on finality, on an end time.
So Pat and I felt that
we were a kind of an eschatological committee, your agents for dealing
with last rites.
In conclusion therefore be it noted that this Annual Meeting, the last event
of the Club year, is this year being held on the last Saturday of the month.
May I then be permitted to finish this report with an appropriate but
apocalyptic cry: The Executive is dead!
Long live the Executive!
It then remained for John Weatherseed (Christmas) and George Hulme (Ladies' Nights)
to be as original as they could.
Naturally these reports revived the spirit of
the meeting and each was approved unanimously.
There were also reports of the Picture Committee, Building Maintenance (no
mover),
Librarian Hunter Bishop who never finished his story about the travelling
salesman
and the Tattoed Librarian (or was it the other way round?), Membership, Tom Allan,
who reported balanced totals of resignations, deaths and new members.
Two appointments were then made - Hunter Bishop as Librarian and John Galilee
as
Editor of the Monthly Letter.
The Election results were then announced.
Walter Packman, Non Pro, won in a field
of three, while all the Pro's nominated took the remaining five places.
They
would have enjoyed their meal better if they had known that they were
in anyway!
The lucky ones in this category were W.P. Gillespie; J.N.P. Hume; L.S. Langmead;
M. Snelgrove and J. W. Wevers.
Robin Strachan was installed
official insignias of office
the honour (and the worries)
heavy load ever since he was

as President by Oz Stacey who divested himself of his
and handed them over to Robin.
Robin then accepted
of President observing that Oz had carried an extra
Vice-President.
He then adjourned the meeting.

After the meeting some members remained to view the composite efforts of photographers (Al Collier, Jay Manning, Chuck Matthews, Philip Clark, Robin Strachan,
and Yvon Doucet) who had been active at the Spring Show.

When John Irwin was installed President of the St. George's Society of
Toronto in
April we just knew we hadn't heard the last of that! Sure enough the COURT CIRCULAR
(Ottawa) recorded this "His Excellency the Governor General received
Mr. John
Irwin, President of the St. George's Society of Toronto, who was accompanied by
Past Presidents of the Society, on the Governor General's railway cars in Toronto
on Friday, April 29th, 1966."
Not to be outdone, the Lieutenant Governor of Ontario, Earl Rowe accepted
a life

\
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membership in

the 134-year-old society, which,

as we all know,

is

our landlord.

Now that the Stratford season has been successfully launched we are glad to mention
Floyd Chalmers' (together with his wife) gift to the Stratford Shakespearean
Festival of a residence to be used firstly as a place where he can entertain as
President of the Board of Governors of the Festival during his two year term of
office and after that as future Presidents may decree.
All this news was garnered
from an article in the Telegram of May 27th.

That must have been quite a party when Healey Willan was honored by many of his
friends at the launching in May of Columbia's L.P. record SELECT ORGAN WORKS OF
HEALEY WILLAN, recorded by Dr. Francis Jackson at York Minster Cathedral in
England.
Keith MacMillan even composed a limerick for him.
There's a merry old Willan named Healey,
From whose pen music flows rather freely,
But to friends it's
his terse
And quite secular verse
Which cascades even MORE freely, really.

LAPP'S CORNER
Last night, because no one would pay me the miserable pittance I require for my
services as a piano player, I stayed in and listened to some symphony and opera
recordings.
I wish I hadn't.
All I did was ask questions.
Which one of us
(the recording engineers or I) has the tin ear? Who played down the fiddles?
Where the devil is the melody? Who was running the balance between Glen Gould's
piano and Leonard Bernstein's New York Philharmonics?
Those potbellied string
basses are hogging the show.
The tympani player has blasted a hundred musicians
out of existence.
At ten o'clock I said I would picket all the recording companies
- "Don't Buck Beethoven"
- "Don't Blast Bach".
At eleven o'clock I would take
over Allen Gardens and out-shout the Nazis.
At twelve o'clock I said, "Aw, to
hell with it!"
and went to bed!
On May 28th the Arts and Letters Club presented a little
known but impressive
grand opera entitled "There'll be some changes made", otherwise known as the
annual meeting and election of officers.
Lohengrin Stacey opened with his swan song, "Entreat me not, I'm goin' anyway".
He scored heavily in the "go climb the tree" motif.
Brunhilde Strachan, with
misty eyes on that magic crimson robe sang with great feeling "Come to me, Baby,
you're mine at last!"
Having wrested the coveted robe from Lohengrin Stacey,
Brunhilde, crying "Evoe, Evoe", leapt on the white stallion and dashed into the
flames of a two year presidential reign of terror.
Brunhilde Strachan was not in good voice having,
freely of the vine.
Welcome Robin.

like the rest of us,

quaffed

Those two mighty Wagnerian giants Fafner Wardropper and Fasolt Ament came in
looking for something to slay. Their brooding duet "Nobody knows the trouble
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we're goin' to see" was slightly off key, so they slew each other.
In true opera
style, however, they rose from the dead for their final ominous cadenza - "Next
year, Armageddon."

.

Woglinde Wevers in a stirring agitato entitled, - "Rise, Presbyterians, Rise",
reproached Elsa Cameron for profaning the temple with a naughty word.* Mimi
Collier stepped in from La Boheme with a moving aria "Vissi Dirty" (get those
paintings out of the cellar and clean 'em off).
Sieglinde Clark rendered the dramatic Rheingold Recitative, "Rejoice greatly we're
in the money!"
His following cavatina "Brothers, snap them pursestrings" was
accompanied by moans and groans from the chorus of heavy spenders.
The finale,
"We're all jolly good fellows", arranged by Johannes Bissell was singularly
appropriate.
The curtain raiser was that indestructible one-act motet called "The Constitution"
set to music by Wolfgang Willan.
Everybody, except poor me, seems to be getting ready for vacations.
I'm slaving
for the Toronto City Parks Department again this summer.
On August 1st we do
"Brigadoon" at the Exhibition Band shell.
Anybody got any extra kilts? If it
doesn't rain, come down.
I'm passing out Vodka, or maybe I'm just passing out,
time will tell.
I was in Bloor Street United Church last Sunday morning.
too, very much.
*Mazz

They miss our Freddie

is going to Europe for the summer and will probably visit the "Follies
Bergere" for some musical tips.
If he can squeeze them in his luggage we could
stand a few more in Toronto.
I hope he gets back in time to do the same wonderful
job on Healey Willan's "Deirdre" that he did last year. Healey and John Coulter
have polished up the "show" even more, and the production at the O'Keefe Centre
in September will be even more impressive in the new setting. Herman GeigerTorrel, who resurrected "Deirdre" from her tomb at CBC is again devoting the same
loving care to his ward, and this year's "Deirdre" should be all the more rewarding

for it.

Ernesto Barbini and his charming wife Julie have gone away to Europe for the
summer, with Ernesto conducting his head off. Barbini's busy baton won't rest for
a minute, I'm sure.
Unfortunately I had a rehearsal and missed the press conference and can't tell
you what he will do over there.
I can only tell
you in
September after he has done it.
In case we don't get to Yvon Doucet's press in time, don't forget the Canadian
Opera in September.
Tickets, I hear, are going fast.
I hope you all have a very pleasant and temperate (I refer to heat) summer.
We
probably will, if some fool scientist doesn't press the wrong button and blow us
all to items, or is it atoms?
If things get dull ponder this one, - Who married Adam and Eve? If nobody did Oh, well just skip it.
Now we've all got a skeleton in the closet.
S

A last goodbye to all those who have graced so elegantly this column during the
season.
Let us see everybody back in September and in one piece.
H.L.
* DAMN

- 6 AMONG THE NEW MEMBERS
Allan G. Brighton is an architect of English vintage and well Canadianized. He
is interested in painting and sculpture and collects pictures (kind unspecified).
Sponsored fittingly by A.G.

Elton and Hugh Allward.

Chris. W. Little, one of the growing number of younger new members, is an art
representative and indeed does more than represent; he paints (OCA background).
Introduced by H. U. Ross and Walter Coucill, supported by 'Gene Butt, Al Collier
et al.
Norman Prestwich is another member of the architectural fraternity trained in
Interested in music
England. Sponsored enthusiastically by Woodruff Aykroyd.
and painting and -Spring Show producers take note- is reputed to be handy with
saw and hammer.

Frank R. Stone is
President of the
and Tuzo Wilson.
(feathered, dead

the personage who keeps the U. of T. well oiled -- he's ViceUniversity on the administrative side. Proposed by J.F. Brook
His extracurricular interests range from music to birds
or alive).

Brooke Townsend is one of the small but distinctive group to whom the Club accords
His
To wit, he's a Hamiltonian.
resident status despite their being ex-urban.
profession (chartered accountancy) takes him to Toronto with becoming frequency.
Treasurer of the Hamilton Philharmonic and of the Ontario Federation of Symphony
Orchestras.
Has the honour of being son-in-law to His Honour Judge Frank Denton,
his sponsor.
T.J.A.

OBITUARY
The Club suffered a great loss in the death on May 7th 1966, of Harold Gully as a
result of a fatal and unheralded heart attack. Harold was one of our best loved
Until recent years he was a valuable member of the Club's
and colourful members.
was
particularly good in comic bit parts such as his
and
annual revue casts
in "gimme the worm first" although his performance
Sampson
with
Norman
"bird" part
as a reincarnated bull in the pampas got a well deserved number of belly laughs.
After a highly successful business career Harold semi-retired in 1945 and completely
retired in 1953 in order to devote his whole time and no small part of his means
to the furthering of numerous useful charitable causes such as Rotary and The
Diabetic Society. He was President of Toronto Rotary 1948-49 and was a hardworking
committee chairman and member in these and other similar organizations right up
to the end.
He was an active member of Rosedale United Church and only recently became a Sunday
School teacher and a remarkably good one.
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OBITUARY cont'd
A beautiful tribute is contained in the current issue of "Rotary Voice" and has
been put in the Club scrapbook.
It gives a much better picture of our lamented
and beloved Harold than this brief note.
His later years would have qualified
him for professional membership except that as far as I know he never expected
or accepted fees for his work.
Harold was a great reader of good and catholic
taste. The sympathy of all members who knew Harold goes out to his devoted wife
Sadie in her grievous loss.
Charles Thompson

THE LIBRARY
Three reference books in paperback form have been obtained.
The latest edition
of the famous Guinness Book Of World Records should help to settle many arguments,
for it is packed with facts and information about practically every record known
to man.
A Compact Science Dictionary covers a wide range of subjects with special
attention to those aspects of science which the general reader is likely to
encounter in his daily life.
A particularly intriguing item is The Club Member's
Handbook; in 260 pages every conceivable aspect of a Club's activities is covered
thoroughly but concisely.

S

A miscellaneous collection of books and catalogues includes the following items:
The Smithsonian Institute; Paintings From The Museum Of Modern Art; American
Painting, 1966; Masterpieces Of American Silver;
Lost Examples Of Colonial
Architecture;
Reading In Toronto; Arctic Values; Canada Council Awards Of
Honour 1965; The Architectural Requirement Of Protestant Worship.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

George Hulme has given a copy of Herbert Read's Art And Society.
Mrs. Fisher
sent a copy of The Complete Plays of G. G S. from the library of her late husband,
who was known to members as "A.B."
Canadian Full Length Plays In English II, edited by Billy Milne, has been received.
Ian Montagnes has sent a copy of the very handsome catalogue prepared for the
exhibition Art From Japan,which was recently held at the Royal Ontario Museum.
Carl Williams has given to the library a copy of the May issue of The Architectural
Forum; this issue features a fully illustrated article dealing with the new campus
at Scarborough College.
H.B.

toI3
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Dinner Meeting October 1, 1966

0

The first Dinner Meeting of this season was well attended and provided not only
excellent fare for the inner man but a varied platter
of entertainment that will
be well remembered. President Robin paid tribute to an old and valued member of
the house staff - Nettie - to most of the members, who was retiring after 37 years
of service to the Club.
She was cajoled by the late Mrs. Webster to come to the
Club from the Brown Betty restaurant which was a hang-out for members in the Court
Street days.
The editor asked her what was the most memorable event she could recall in her time with the Club. - Well, she certainly thought it was when the late
Brendan Mulholland slipped during the Christmas procession and dropped the flaming
Christmas pudding on the steps leading to the head table.
Members will be glad to know that Nettie received from the generous Executive Committee a cheque and a promise of quarterly payments for the next ten years. She
received a standing ovation from her numerous admirers.
The President also recognized that the current Opera DEIRDRE is practically an
Arts & Letters Club production with Mazzoleni as conductor, John Coulter writer,
Healey Willan composer and Herman Geiger-Torel as producer. John Coulter modestly
rose to receive the accolade. Among those in the audience were Jim Hunter - the
mathematical wizard and Harry Mills - the octogenarian stage carpenter.
What made the surroundings even brighter was the unique array of pictures by the
Group of Seven, lent from the copious collections of C.A.G. Matthews, Ron Macdonald
and Franklin Arbuckle.
The main dish of the evening was a duo lecture by Dick Johnston and Harvey Perrin
who were suitably and humorously introduced by Bill Swinton. Dr. A. Richard
Johnston - professor of music at the University of Toronto - to give him his full
title - gave some background information concerning the Hungarian Argosy attempted
by this pair. The Ontario Curriculum Association, finding they had some surplus
funds, asked our intrepid pair what place in the world they would like to go to
study - how musical education is being carried on. The sponsors had not long to
wait for an answer and Budapest - in Hungary - was chosen. Dr. Johnston had been
there before with his family but for Perrin it was to be an exciting adventure.
Dick (let's call him that now) deserved the difficulties of making a visit behind
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the iron curtain and the way in which these difficulties vanished when "cultural
exchange" was mentioned. The scenery in and around Budapest was well captured by
"Esso" cameras. Views of principal buildings, Theatres, Opera houses and Schools
showed that the inhabitants are willing to forego civic cleaning for cultural opportunities. Apparently the real reason for visiting Budapest was because the
greatest exponent of modern music teaching resides there - an 84 year old man whose
influence has spread all over the world - Zoltan Kodaly.
Harvey Perrin showed pictures of classrooms with students singing. He played records
of some of their songs, which were most moving and showed eloquent testimony of the
splendid teaching techniques. Perhaps Harvey used the A&L Club to fire off the
opening gun of his campaign to change our methods of teaching.
We have not space here
Austrian and Hungarian
speakers were heartily
that the Odyssey might

to let you in on all the advantages of having beautiful
Both
interpreters - Odysseys do have their compensations.
applauded and Robin Strachan, in expressing thanks, hoped
be repeated for a Ladies Night.

The first Wednesday Buffet of the 1966/67 season, held on September 21st, was an
unqualified success. Because the Lamps Room has been in darkness for some time
(and seems destined to remain so) the opportunity to rally round the old Club proved
to be irresistable. Large numbers of members, their wives and friends, filled the
lounge and found plenty to talk about with the Group of Seven exhibition occupying
every square inch of space. President Robin Strachan was actually seen to smile
at the good attendance. Treasurer Philip Clark kindly provided his son Clive to
sell tickets - thus making it a family business.

Congratulations to Norman McMurrich who has become a Fellow of the Royal Architectural Institue of Canada. He is in truth a jolly good fellow - remember the Spring
Show and the Annual Meeting?

Merrill Denison has completed the most ambitious work of a long and varied career
in his 73rd year - namely a two-volume history of one of the country's great financial institutions titled CANADA'S FIRST BANK. This book required a massive research job and took him to London, England, Chicago, San Francisco, Boston and New
York. Yes, you guessed it - it's about the Bank of Montreal.

Ian Montagnes was appointed Projects Co-ordinator of the
this summer. He will be responsible for the development
jects. Interestingly, he will be in touch with authors,
volumes. lan comes from the Royal Ontario Museum. As a

University of Toronto Press
of special publishing proeditors and sponsors of
graduate student of the

University of Toronto he held a fellowship in an interdisciplinary seminar on communications, chaired by Marshall McLuhan. That itself will make the lunch time
conversation more edifying.

George Prokos, who in his spare time (that is from collecting building artifacts)
is the PR Director of the Toronto YMCA, has been instrumental in persuading the
College Street Y to open an art gallery. The first show in the new quarters is
that of The Society of Canadian Artists which was founded in 1957. The current show
runs to October 21st.

-3Oxford McNeill, that wily explorer of the Northlands, has been busy this summer
helping to build and equip a museum, full of early North West Mounted Police
trappings and tales of heroism for a 5,000 square foot building at the base of the
Oneida Tower in Niagara Falls, Ontario. The "time" of the exhibits, sculptures
(by Tom Bowie) etc. is the 1870's and 80's. A series of tableaux show early
Canadian history. Oxford found an amazing number of Canadian furnishings.
The entire job was accomplished in 64 working days plan perspective drawing supplied by Dean Charters.
it rains, a must if it shines.

12 people - from one simple
Do go to see it - a must, if

Nicholas Goldschmidt is covering himself with glory these days - he scored, as the
Canadian Press says, a resounding success in the Netherlands Spring Opera Festival.
He is now chief of the performing arts division, Centennial Commission, Ottawa. He
is developing the cultural programme of the 1967 Festival du Canada. It will probably take him on several coast to coast trips, seeking cultural events that will be
a credit to Canada.

Introducing New Members
Victor Brooker is the son of the late Bertram Brooker, long a valued member of the
Club. Vic's spectrum of activities ranges from composer to "creative art director".
His penchant in music is modern. Sponsored by Alec Phare and Nick Staples.
Thomas C. Brown, nominated by Frank Starr and Horace Lapp, is well known to the
musical fraternity as a singer and founder-member of the Festival Singers. He is
currently editor of the CBC Times. An affable and quietly authoritative conversationalist.
F.R. (Budge) Crawley, innovator and practitioner in the Canadian film industry among other arcane pursuits - is that relatively rare bird, a non-resident elected
member (he is domiciled in the purlieus of Ottawa). Welcome, whenever you are in
the centre of the Canadian world, i.e. T.O.
Michael Schilder, a Dutchman by upbringing, a Canadian patriot by adoption, is
general manager of Malabar's and already a proven friend of the A&L through his
assistance behind stage at the last Spring Show. Knowledgeable in theatricals and
a genial conversationalist. Happily sponsored by J.B. Prior.
Leslie G. Tibbles, a former member of the Montreal Arts Club (with whom the A&L
has a courtesy affiliation) is a weather-man by profession, teaching, at the
Federal Department of Transport's HQ in Toronto, advanced techniques in meteorology,
if not in soothsaying, to graduates in his ethereal subject.
William E. Ward, listed as "diagnostic representative" (Norman Alexander, one of
his sponsors, isn't explicit about what he 'diagnoses') is of special interest to
Club members for his trained good voice and his sense of theatre. His B.Comm.
activities are incidental, we dare say.
John H. Western is one of the rising architects in this rapidly rising metropolis.
Sponsored by Gordon Adamson and Norman Alexander. He is interested in painting and
has talents for set construction and design on which Spring Show and Christmas
Dinner arrangers would be well advised to call.

T.A.
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Is there any member old enough to remember the visit of Rupert Brooke to Toronto
and the Club in July, 1913?
Tom Allen came across this reference when leafing
through Christopher Hassall's 1964 biography of the poet. He was variously entertained at the Club by Edmund Morris, the painter, by Sir John Willison, the old
Globe editor and Canadian correspondent for the London Times, and by others.
Brooke wrote to his friend (Sir) Edward Marsh: "I've found here an Arts and Letters
Club of poets, painters, journalists, etc. where they've heard of me ...
and oh,
Eddie, one fellow actually possessed my 'Poems'. Every now and then one comes up
and presses my hand and says 'Wal, Sir, you cannot know how memorable a Day in my
life this is'.
Then I do my pet boyish-modesty-stunt and go pink all over; and
everyone thinks it too delightful ...
But they're really quite an up-to-date lot;
and very cheery and pleasant..."
Brooke was then 26 and well on the way to fame.
Hassall says that it was at the
Club that the scheme for a Georgian anthology of poetry by youngish English writers
was discussed, after
word from England came about it.
It appeared later as New
Numbers, put out by Lascelles Abercrombie and his wife.
Brooke's War - and other
sonnets in this series, including The Soldier (If
I should die, think only this
of me'), established his reputation.
Rupert Brooke died on military service in the Middle East within two years of
visiting the Club. His literary executor was Winston Churchill.

AQUASCUTUM
MAXIMUM
AQUASCUTUM
MINIMUM
NIL DESPERANDUM
PRENDERGAST
Anon.

Comments heard among several clusters of people leaving the Club after the
"Group of Seven" receptions on September 12 and 13 suggested that something of
more than casual interest had taken place. "I never come to this old place," a
member said, "without asking myself why I don't get in more regularly."
There
was a slight Thanksgiving tone in his voice which, in the social chemistry of
the evening, didn't seem out of place.
Members need feel no concern at the Club's recourse to a loosely-enforced
Apartheid. The Monday group invited by members with initials "A to L" were no
less prone to enlivened and kindly conversation, nor had spent any less interesting summers, than the Tuesday "M to Z" group.
(The division had avoided overburdening the Club's facilities, in probable defiance of the Fire Marshall.) The
evenings brought out groups of about equal size -- that is, around 125 to 150
persons.
It was a delight to have several members of the "Group of Seven" again
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sharing in a Club event. The presence in the Hall of A.Y. Jackson, F.H. Farley,
and A.J. Casson was unmistakably marked by circles of friends and admirers.
Thoreau MacDonald, painter son of "J.E.H." and the artist-professor, Barker
Fairley, provided other links with the Group.
The receptions enabled members, ladies, and guests to examine paintings
which are rarely seen outside the homes of their owners. The remarkable thing
was that so wide a representation of the "Group of Seven" could be obtained from
the collections of just two Club members, Messrs. Ron MacDonald and C.A.G.
Matthews. Complementing these were several of Franz Johnston's paintings loaned
by his son-in-law and Club member, Franklin Arbuckle.
(The exhibition is reviewed,
more competently, elsewhere in this "Newsletter".)
A photograph also came in for careful attention. It shows the youthful
"Group of Seven" at a time when their creative vision was something new and
unsettling in the Canadian art world. Barker Fairley has donated this photograph
to the Club.
The receptions were conceived as a send-off for the Club's 1966-67 season -a purpose which they served handsomely.
Some members have said they should be a
feature of the Club calendar each year.
W.P.G.

LAPP'S CORNER
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The most important and most exciting happening to most people this summer and fall
was the opera Deirdre, in its second run, this time at the O'Keefe Centre. Due to
the immense faith of Herman Geiger-Torel, it was plucked from the repertory of the
Opera Workshop and installed in its
rightful
place, the regular opera season of the
Canadian Opera Company.
I was there the first
night of a most successful performance and thrilled
to the cheers for Healey's music and John Coulter's libretto.
John Kraglund's review was excellent and most intelligently written, a decided
contrast to another writeup I read by a jackass whose name I forget. Mazz was the
star of the show. He conducted the opera as if he loved every note, which, I am,
sure, he did. I think the audience did too. Out in the audience was another star,
Herman Geiger-Torel, under whose direction it was staged so magnificently. After
the last curtain Herman called Healey and John to the stage where they were deluged
with enough 'Hurrahs' and 'Bravos' to have reached New York, where, I hope, some
opera impressario was listening. After the boring music of Anthony and Cleopatra
which sullied the opening of the Met, I think, they could stand a few honest bars
(of music) for a change.
On the other end of the scale, in years at least, it is interesting to note that
John Wever's son Harold, at the age of sixteen, has joined the Toronto Musicians'
Association (The Union to you, bub).
Right now Harold plays the bassoon and goes
to school, and vice versa.
Ernesto Barbini, after a most busy if short stay in Europe, came back in time to
begin rehearsals for La Traviata and Macbeth, and his efforts were quite evident
in the performance at O'Keefe Centre. Ernesto picked the girl, who sang the principal
role, from an audition in Venice, and I fully agree with him. Looking at her boyfriend, the tenor, I could not help thinking that no tenor, contemplating or suffering obesity, should study the role without also giving a thought to what he might do
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with his stomach. This tenor had a ten inch protrusion which got in the way at
most awkward places in the score. When he knelt down by the sofa to kiss her
Shades of Robert Taylor and Greta
hand, he almost had to use it for a chin rest.
Garbo. Of course, they were pre-Beatle too.
John Sidgwick gave some very well played recitals over CBC Radio, using the lovely
organ (pre baroque) at Metropolitan United Church.
I was quite busy, too, this summer. Besides several other concerts in the parks
we did "Brigadoon" at the C.N.E. Bandshell on August 1st. We gathered in a tidy
little crowd of 12,000 people which was quite a pretty sight on a beautiful summer
evening among the flowers, so tastefully arranged by the parks department. Elmer
Eisler and his Festival singers were on the air and I enjoyed them often during
the summer.
Richard's Johnston's summer school at the University was even more successful
this summer than last, culminating in the visit of Zoltan Kodaly (no, my dear,
you don't say Kodally, just say Kodaye and you'll be as near to the right as you
can get without being a Hungarian).
Sir Ernest MacMillan was on the air with his tremendously exciting Talent Show
for C.B.C.
Richard Johnston will be doing a series of classical disc jockey appearnaces on
CBC this winter, instigated by Karl Little.
Our stouthearted Steinway, which has manfully stood up to much punishment from us,
all over the years, is away at a nursing home for observation, and possible surgery.
The latest bulletin states that he has been restrung and fitted with new hammers.
Our old and dear friend Reginald Stewart has been doing some great things round
and about his beautiful new home in Santa Barbara, California. His piano master
Unfortunclasses have been immensely well received, as well as several recitals.
ately I cannot elaborate on Reg till next issue as I have (like the ass I am)
stupidly mislaid the glowing newspaper clippings he sent me. However, I did hear
a recording of the Moonlight Sonata (moonlight my foot) which he recorded and which
was played lately on CBC.
After hearing Reg play it I am more certain than ever
that Beethoven was not the dried up old figleaf that some of our supposedly great
would have us believe.
artists
I would like to tell you more, but John Galilee, my boss, is standing at my elbow
with the deadline watch in his hand. Frustratedly I will have to close, hoping.
you are the same. Next month Fred Shaw dives for charity from a great height into
a teacup. Read all about it in our next letter.
H.L.

It is indeed a great pleasure to exhibit 94 Group of Seven works from the
private collections of two of our members, C.A.G. (Chuck) Matthews and W. Ron
MacDonald.
It is interesting to note that Chuck Matthews collection has been put together
over many years, he having a personal friendship with the members of the Group he is a Life Member of the Club. In the case of Ron MacDonald, he is a young
man and a fairly recent member of the Club. It proves that collecting such gems
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In addition to the two collections noted above, Mr. and Mrs. Archie Arbuckle
lent seven Algoma works by Frank Johnston (Mrs. Arbuckle is, of course, Frances-Anne,
daughter of the late Frank Johnston.
The Club's painting of "Old Houses, Richmond Street" by Laren Harris looked
very much at home when surrounded by all of the other works.
Chuck has a fine collection and his drawings by Alex Jackson together with his
paintings and those by A. J. Casson, Frank Carmichael, Arthur Lismer, Fred Varley,
Lawren Harris, J.E.H. MacDonald, etc., as well as the Ron MacDonald collection gave
the Picture Committee a great thrill to be able to present these fine groupings
which are rarely seen by many people. Ron's collection included works by Harris,
Lismer, Jackson, Casson, Carmichael, Varley, MacDonald and Holgate. Of particular
interest was the group of J.E.H. MacDonald's dating from 1901 to 1931, included in
which was the sketch from "Tracks and Traffic" - the canvas being in the collection
of the Art Gallery of Toronto.
The Club is indebted to Chuck, Ron and Archie for their kind and willing
assistance in allowing their splendid Group of Seven works to be enjoyed by members
and friends.
G.H.

At the handing over ceremony of Wolford Chapel, in Devonshire, England, to Ontario,
on September 27th, our Club was well represented.
Floyd S. Chalmers, as vice-chairman of the board of the John Graves Sincoe Memorial
Foundation, was of course, on hand. John Irwin who could not attend, sent along
Dick Blue and Jay Manning, as two cohorts for the St. George's Society. Long our
advocate for preserving this important link with our past, Dr. G. Elmore Reaman
was present too. Representing the Loyalists, who first settled this province under
Simcoe, was Dr. H. G. Walton-Ball. It was a jolly ride when we all met unexpectedly
on the Paddington to Taunton train, for a very well organized and historic event.
The only catch is that $25,000 has to be raised, so that the chapel will not fall
into disrepair again!
H. G. W-B.

OBITUARY
Frederick Silvester died after a long illness on June 24, 1966. One of the most
hardworking and genial members of the Club, he is missed by all those to whom his
cheery salutations were given. As Club Choir Conductor at many a Christmas Dinner
he brought out the best from our gifted choristers.
Fred was one of those rare individuals who was able to carry on several successful
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careers at one time. In addition to his very demanding duties as Registrar of the
Royal Conservatory of Music, he was Organist and Choirmaster of Bloor Street United
Church and was much in demand as an organ recitalist and choral conductor. He was
also the Conductor of the Toronto Mendelssohn Choir from 1957 to 1960, after many
years of service as the Choir's Coach and Assistant Conductor.
He received his early training in England, coming to Canada in 1921 and spending
eight years in Saskatoon as organist of First Baptist Church and later of Knox
period he continued his studies with the late
Lynnwood
United Church,
During this
Farnam.
In 1929, Fred moved to Toronto, where he studied organ with Sir Ernest
MacMillan and composition with Healey Willan. He was appointed Organist and
Choirmaster of Bloor Street United Church in 1938, a position he held until
recently.
Fred established a reputation as one of Toronto's finest organists and conductors
of massed choirs.
The Oratorio performances given at Bloor Street United Church
were a notable feature of the city's musical life. He also appeared regularly in
the University of Toronto's Convocation Hall organ recital series, and has given
organ recitals in many Canadian centres and for the C.B.C.
A Fellow of the Royal College of Organists and an Honorary Fellow of the Royal
Canadian College of Organists, Fred was also a composer of choral works and
sacred solos.

*

H. W. Timmins, a distinguished member of the judiciary, died suddenly at his summer
home on Balsam Lake on July 28th. His commanding presence singled him out from
his associates, and his periods of relaxation at the Club, though not often, were
memorable.
Born at Alliston - 1895 - he was educated at Parkdale Collegiate Institute, the
University of Toronto and Osgoode Hall. He was called to the bar in 1920 and was
made King's Counsel in 1940.
During the First World War, he served as a gunner with the Varsity Battery and
was wounded at Arras. He was a past president of the 5th Artillery Association.
He served as alderman for Ward 6 from 1944 until 1946, when he was elected to
Parliament as a Conservative in a by-election in Parkdale. During three years
in the House of Commons, Judge Timmins was a strong advocate of improved housing
for veterans, a national health plan and a more vigorous immigration policy.
Before his appointment as a York County judge in 1958, he was a magistrate-atlarge for Ontario and official arbitrator for Toronto for three years. A former
member of the executive of York County Law Association, he lectured for a number
of years at Osgoode Hall.

James Burns (Hamish) McGeachy, one of Canada's most distinguished essayists and
commentators, and valued A&L member, died August 27th, 1966.
Although officially
retired two years ago after nine years as Associate Editor of The Financial Post,
he continued to contribute editorials and articles to that publication.
*

McGeachy's academic achievements gave an early indication of the brilliant wit
and incomparable command of the English language for which he became famous.
Born in Scotland, he came to Canada with his parents at 14, and graduated from
the University of Saskatchewan with a B.A. at 18.
After graduate work at the
University of Toronto and Princeton University, he was named a Rhodes Scholar
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Then for 12 years he served the Sifton papers in Ottawa, Washington and London
and was a famous wartime voice from London. After the war he joined the editorial
board of the Globe & Mail and moved to The Financial Post in 1956. He was for years
the moderator of the successful CBC radio program "Now I Ask You" and an outstanding
TV panelist and commentator.
Hamish will be remembered for many things: his stirring broadcasts from London
during the blitz when he, as much as any man, made the world realize the ordeal
of its largest city; for his pithy penetrating and often highly witty articles,
whose range of subject matter was as wide as his own infinitely diverse interests;
and for the myriads of stories (all of which have improved with age) which grew up
around him and his exploits.
In his later years, Hamish McGeachy did not have an easy life, struggling as
he did against ill health and increasingly poor eyesight. His attendance at the
Arts & Letters Club, was always a joyful occasion. Many recall his celebrated
appearance in top hat, white tie and tails that night during the 1965 Club revue
"Oh! Canada!"
He regretted he was unable to meet his many friends "around that
very hospital bar" at the Club as often as he liked.
But despite his ill health nothing daunted Hamish, and his trenchant observations on the Canadian and world scene continued almost unbroken. Hamish
McGeachy loved life and lived it to the full. Canadian journalism may not see
his like again.
J. I.

THE LIBRARY
A most interesting addition to the architecture section is entitled World Architecture 3, published by Studio Vista London. This issue is devoted to the theme
of the schism developing between art and science in architecture, and to seeking
areas of reconciliation and unity between the two. Contributors from five continents have interpreted the theme from different social, cultural, economic and
geographical points of view. The result is a fascinating social comment profusely
illustrated by exciting architectural design. The Canadian section presents Scarborough College.
The library has received a copy of The Canada Council Annual Report for 1965, of
the Circulating Exhibition Catalogue of The Art Institute of Ontario, and of
Seminar '66, which is the annual report of The Canadian Conference of the Arts.
Recently there has been on display three new periodicals; these are Canadian
Dimension, Ramparts, and P.S.
A number of donations have been made to the library by members. John Coulter has
given a copy of Deirdre which contains the revised text used by the Canadian Opera
Company. Ian Montagnes sent a copy of the beautifully-produced catalogue issued
for the Museums's exhibition Art Treasures From Japan.
Carl Williams contributed
a copy of The Architectural Forum which features a fully-illustrated article on
Scarborough College. Eric Heathcote gave nine numbers of Studio dating from 1902.
John Morrow has donated a copy of The Story of Art, and a copy of Drawing Lessons
From The Great Masters.
H.B.
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Correspondence and news items always welcomed.

November 1966
MONTHLY DINNER
Advertised as "something different" the entertainment for the November Dinner
consisted of two films, The Niagara Frontier and a second film about the University of Toronto. These were introduced by Bill Swinton in his usual breezy
style. The ubiquitous Yvon Doucet, master electrician and audio/visual expert
operated a special projector lent by Meredith Glassco. Here is a belated thank
you to Meredith. The films were well received but comments were varied as to
what should be shown about a University. A PR-man's idea on this score hardly
fits
the Professor's.
A smaller attendance than usual was noted - perhaps we
need the content of the new CBC SUNDAY show to bring'em out.

On the first page of the October Monthly Letter a whole line was missed out
which made our unconventional prose even less understandable. It was, we confess, due to some careless proof reading on our part. Just trying to make
amends got us nowhere because very few had noticed the deficiency, probably
thinking that our unlettered pen went that way or that we were trying to outLuhan McLuhan in uncomprehensibility.

Colin Campbell writing from Capistrano Beach, California, tells us that our
Monthly Letter makes him homesick. Well, his address makes us just the opposite! Colin sends a clipping from the Los Angeles Times which, he feels,
some of his musical friends will appreciate.

*

"Speaking of San Francisco, it is a terrible disappointment
to William W. Eaton that S.F. Opera is not coming to L.A.
this season. A devout opera lover, he voices his dismay
this way:
"It's Carmen knowledge that I play an operatic
record Oberon over the Faust thing each morning. I wanted
my wife to be an opera singer but she said it was too much
Tosca;besides her voice isn't Godounov. Unfortunately, my
health isn't good. When I'm sick I can't Ernani money,
and I'm too Il Tabarro. But don't Orpheus any help; I just
have to lie Lohengrin and bear it."

Making up for the slow start last year the Club's Picture Committee has been
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*working

with a bang ever since. Let us take a look at the fine show of the
Beaver Hall Hill Group (1920) obtained on loan from the National Gallery. Here
we had pictures by Nora Collyer, Emily Coonan, Prudence Heward, Mabel Lockerby,
Mabel May, Kathleen Morris, Lilian Torrance Newton, Sarah Robertson, Anne Savage
and Ethel Seath.
These artists painted what they knew best, the family groups,
the young girls of their social kind. They studied the various faces of their
city and on holiday turned their attention to Quebec Province. While their work
is now overshadowed by the current trends, the achievement of these artists
carries the essential hall-mark of quality.

Both Kenneth Jarvis and George Prokos have been in the news lately. The former
bicycles down to Osgoode Hall each day and has been known to bicycle to the Club
for lunch, parking his machine in the doorway. Our Steward was about to summon
the police thinking it was owned by some delivery boy. The latter, George Prokos,
engaged in some fitness programme sponsored by the YMCA and actually ran some ten
miles (or part of) to the Inn-on-the-Park where an International Heart Symposium
was being held. Such bursts of athletic dexterity will be much welcomed by the
Executive when calls go out for work nights preceding Club activities.

We have told you of the opening of the re-furbished John Graves Simcoe Chapel in
Devonshire, England. From the pen of Dick Blue comes a somewhat fuller account
of this purely Canadian ceremony.
It was the 27th of September, my wife and I found ourselves on a train
for Taunton, Somerset, early in the morning, courtesy of the Ontario
Government. It was all due to Mr. John Irwin, President of the St.
George's Society, Toronto, who, being unable to be there himself, thrust
a sword in my hand and said; "Go forth and uphold the honour of St.George
at the ceremony of the Chapel according to John Graves Simcoe."
I was
to be sure to get photographs and make suitable noises if given the opportunity.
The day was beautiful with a bit of autumn mist, but it cleared as we
progressed in our special carriage 'till lo, we were at Taunton in the
twinkling of a British railway's eye. Embussing dutifully in columns
of three we wound some fourteen miles or so through a lovely bit of
Somerset and Devon and so, squeezing through a narrow gate (for a bus),
we arrived.
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The setting was beyond description; our hosts, the Le Marchants, most
charming; the view from the terrace quite breathtaking and the garden
that John Graves Simcoe knew so well was full of the quiet beauty that
England seems to be able to convey, serene and at peace. That there
were a few hitches in the arrangements was not apparent to St. George,
and after a pleasant and suitably liquid lunch in a huge marquee, we
proceeded to the Chapel for the dedication and the bestowal of a rightof-way. A little place it is, quite cosy and unpretentious and having
been put in shape after many years of neglect; it is nice to think that
such a pilgrimage as this took place. It was obvious that much care
been taken by the inhabitants to ensure that we Canadians would
feel that this was, as it really was, a very special occasion. Simcoe
must have been surprised at the results of his short stay in Canada,
and I feel, gratified that his work was justified; these were no longer
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than he had anticipated.
The Chapel was crowded, a hundred people inside left little room to move,
and outside in the sunshine (with a marquee, if necessary, and a loudspeaker) there were many more. The Bishop of Exeter took charge and then
Premier John Robarts spoke. Sir Geoffrey Harmsworth presented the Chapel.
Mr. A. G. Le Marchant presented the right-of-way. Brigadier A. G. Cole,
a great, great, grandson of Lieut-General Simcoe, represented the Simcoes,
of whom twenty-seven were present, and then it was over. No time for
Jimmy Auld (Ontario Minister of Tourism) to speak and, thank goodness,
no time for St. George either; we had to catch the train back to London.
Last, but not least, Ontario should thank Major J.S.P. Armstrong, our
Agent General in London, for working so hard in making this episode a
resounding success. Anyone from Ontario, when in England, should join in

our pilgrimage;

it makes one think.

Not much in the way of photographs either; I'm sorry, John Irwin, I did
my best; but for me it will always be a most sweet memory.
R.C.S.B.

Our best wishes go to Robin Strachan, President, who has accepted the position

of Manager of the McGill University Press, taking up his new duties in Montreal
on January 1st, 1967. We are all relieved to know that Robin will be commuting
between Montreal and Toronto until June, so we shall not be losing him until
next summer. After that time we can look to a more intensified rivalry with
the University of Toronto Press.
Merrill Denison saw our note in the October Letter. He remembers Rupert Brooke's
visit to Toronto way back. He noted that it wasn't until Brooke published his
Travels in America with its merited designation of Toronto that his presence
made much impact.
A repeat of the Dick
crowd of members and
thanks the faultless
integral part of the

Johnson-Harvey Perrin Odyssey to Hungary entertained a large
their ladies on November 24th. Again we acknowledge with
operation by Yvon Doucet of the audio equipment that was an
show.

One of our members, who wishes to be anonymous, has handed the Editor some thirty
extracts from his diary, dating back sixty years, dealing with the Club. We propose to use one or two of these vignettes of the past in each Letter if only to
show new members what a heritage they have fallen heir to when they enter the Club
from time to time.
Thursday, December 29, 1910
This evening I attended a reception tendered the members of the Arts &
Letters Club and their wives by Sir William Mulock who has become a nonpro member of the Club. It was held at his residence on Jarvis Street.
•

•

•

/
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Street but were directed to a back entrance on Isabella Street. We than
went up through what were presumably servants' quarters to rooms where we
divested ourselves of our overcoats and wraps and then descended by the
grand staircase to the reception rooms. In a way it was not a bad arrangement. At this gathering Miss Gertrude Elliott (Mrs. Forbes Robertson),
who is playing in "The Dawn of a Tomorrow" at one of the Toronto theatres,
was to have been the guest of honour but she did not appear. However,
there were a lot of people there whom we knew and we had an enjoyable time
chatting with them. And of course there were refreshments.
Wednesday, January 26, 1911
Tonight I attended my first Arts & Letters Club dinner. It was a most
enjoyable affair. After the dinner there was a short musical program and
then an address on Egypt by Professor Charles T. Currelly, who has recently been appointed Director of the new Archaeological Museum of the University
of Toronto (now the Royal Ontario Museum). After his talk, several members
of the Club very cleverly posed to represent a series of Egyptian friezes.

LAPP'S CORNER
Healey Willan and John Coulter's opera which five years ago could have been
entitled "Whatever Happened to Deirdre of The Sorrows?" may now be called "What
next is Happening to Deirdre?"
The latest news is that Ron Napier for BMI has just signed a contract to
publish the complete vocal score. This means that at last everything is coming
up roses for the young beleaguered girl and she can now cheer up a little.
Liberace has already offered to pick John and Healey up on the way to the
bank. By the way, if my notes this month seem a little more spicey, blame it on
Gordon Sinclair. I am reading his book "Will the Real Gordon Sinclair Stand
Up?", and I hope some of his swell writing will rub off on me.
The children's opera at the MacMillan Theatre this year will be darling old
"Hansel and Gretel", conducted by darling old Ernesto Barbini. No. Ernesto
isn't old, but it sounded so good, I couldn't resist it.
Damn it! Mazz never told me that he was going to conduct "Master Peter's
Puppet Show" by DeFalla and I missed it. It would serve him right if I said he
conducted it standing on his head with a dress suit and brown oxfords, but I
won't. I will merely say that someone who knows said that he did the same excellent job that he always does. That's enough for me.
Lately, David Ouchterlony has been doing some very beautiful music with his
choir and I like it very much.

*

In the Conservatory Bulletin there is a very tender farewell to Freddie
Silvester by Mazzoleni, MacMillan and Peaker which in some places is almost
heartbreaking.
I say "farewell" but there will never be a farewell for Freddie.
Freddie would rejoice over the wonderful season this year, and next by his beloved Mendelssohn Choir. First of all, there's The Messiah. Elmer Iseler is
playing it both ways this year. One night he will play the Mozart orchestration
and the other night Handel's original accompaniment, whatever you call that.
All I can say is - will someone for the love of Heaven fix up the viola parts.
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Viola players don't play from a figured bass these days, so let's write something

for them. I know I'm going to like the soloists. Healey's "Deirdre" Zarou will
sing the soprano parts. That's all I need. I'll be there.
The Choir is working on Balshazzar's Feast, and, a plain chant Requiem by
Durusleve for the spring concerts. Elmer will conduct both.
On July 1st they will be singing a concert at La Place des Artes in Montreal,
after which they will repair to the stage at Expo for another performance. Strange
things are happening in the recording industry. The symphonic engineers are getting
worse and the popular boys are doing a wonderful job. In a lot of symphonic records
you don't hear the melody half the time, and I scream. I rejoice for the "pop"
boys. When the singers are bad, as most of them are, the engineers quite simply
turn up the orchestra and drown them out. It is now so pleasant to hardly hear
Louis Armstrong any more.
Our greatly esteemed friend Gordon Langlois was honoured on Thursday, November 10th, by the congregation and many others of Saint Martin-in-the-Fields.
For 22 years he was their organist and they played and sang a whole concert of his
compositions in honour of the great work he did while he was with them.
I hear Nicholas Goldschmidt is working on an Expo project, which includes a
barge full of entertainers, coming up the St. Lawrence to Toronto. If he can
lure Liz Taylor as Cleopatra to fish over the side, I'll hire a helicopter and oh, I guess I won't, they'll probably be covered up anyway.
STOP THE PRESS. An announcement has just come from Charlie Peaker about his two
twilight recitals, which usually happen about this time of year. On Saturday,
December 3rd, there will be T.W.O. concertos for organ and orchestra composed by
Gerald Bales and Poulenc. Keith Bissell will conduct. The first recital opens
with Gerald's Concerto, then a Chorale Prelude by Bach. Then comes a modern
piece The Nativity Suite by Messiaen.
Next is an anonymous composition called
"COLLECTION" which I see on many programmes. Its leit motif seems to consist of
many tinkling sounds like the dropping of silver pieces into a plate. Performers
don't like these sounds. They prefer the crinkle of a dollar to the tinkle of a
quarter any day. After the collection is a piece by Gordon Langlois, more
"Nativity".
Charles comes out of the manger in time to play Poulenc's Concerto
with Keith conducting the orchestra. On December 10th the last part, after the
collection concerts of several selections, from "The Messiah". Harry Maude will
be singing which means I shall be there. I think we should all go.
An idea for the spring revue - a male quartette, preferably barbershop,
consisting of four Club members, not exactly famous for their vocal achievements.
I could suggest Fred Shaw, bass, Philip Clark, baritone, Frank Pidgeon, first
tenor, Oz Stacey or Alan Collier, or both, second tenor. With Dave Ouchterlony
to teach them we might be surprised at the resulting harmony. John Diefenbaker's
new song, 'Tenting on the Old Camp Ground' might very well be a hit.
Our heartfelt sympathy goes out to the young matron who was asked by a
surprised and rather shocked friend how long she had been smoking cigars. With
a pained but resigned expression on her face, she took several puffs and answered:
"Ever since the night my husband came home from the Club and found a cigar butt
in the ashtray".
H.L.
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fits the season, introductions are whistled for, stammered over, written
about, and, in a Parkinsonian way, expanded to fill the time available (i.e. the
guest speaker's). To Dr. Bill Swinton goes the Arts & Letters crest for taking
the introduction to novel limits, filling an entire evening to everyone's delight.
Swinton had been candid about his intentions in a light-hearted invitation
card, to which a goodly number of members responded on the last Saturn eve of
October.
After a ticketless bar, good conversation, and the cook had produced the
customary euphoria, he brought to the stage, unrehearsed but willing, Prof. Pat
Hume, Arthur Gelber, Horace Lapp, and Oz Stacey. These were to be the panellists,
and the game was on: "What's My Hobby?"
Their skill in questioning would lay
before the members the avocations of the people brought before them. The quarry
were found among the 23 professionals and 14 non-professionals who have joined us
in the 1965-66 season.
The panellists were not let off when they had merely established that Ed
Kasdan collects coins. He doesn't collect any old coins; he collects coins of
the Roman Empire, and has achieved representation of all the emperors from
Augustus Caesar to Constantine the Great -- a span of three centuries. It turns
out that the Roman mints made more deeply engraved and better likenesses of their
rulers than ours do today. Ed brought some of his coins with him, and projected
pictures of others, providing as commentary some vignettes of high life in Ancient
Rome. Ed is a lawyer.
When Jack Brook was 10 years old, his father took him to see Manchester City
football team, and he's been following the fortunes of the same team ever since.
He came to Canada under the Commonwealth Air Training Scheme in the last war, and
played with the RAF team which took the Dominion Soccer Championship in 1945. He
was of no help to the panel when asked whether his hobby "could be practiced in

the bedroom".

Since he is now a fan, or rather a collector of information on

British football, the answer had to be "yes".
the Royal Ontario Museum.

Jack is secretary-treasurer of

The toughest customer for the panel was Patrick Meaney, who is an editor
of college and medical books for MacMillans. By his accent we would have sworn
that Pat was Irish-born, but it turns out that his parents took him from Canada
to Ireland when he was a lad.
(That east-bound emigration threw the panellists
off.)
Pat's hobby, which he says really exists, is Anglo-Irish civilization.
His demonstration of the point was a couple of well-told jokes.
The fourth person before the panel, not drawn from the new members, has
made welcome contributions to club entertainment for years. To the previouslyrevealed facets of Sid Johnson such as magic and Fraznia, we now add that he

is a collector of hats.

W.P.G.

During the past year W.A. Craick, one of the older members of the Club, has been
contributing a weekly column to The Evening Guide, Port Hope, his native town,
under the heading "Little Tales of Old Port Hope." These have now been published
in book form by The Guide Printing Company Limited. Port Hope is the principal
town in Durham County and Durham County seems to have had an attraction for Club
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- 7 members. As is well known, the Rt. Hon. Vincent Massey, past President and life
member, has a country estate a few miles north of Port Hope and his residence,
Batterwood, has become famous. In Port Hope itself, Tom Tobin, retired publisher,
occupies an attractive house set in extensive grounds and gardens overlooking the
Lake. Not far away at Newcastle Frank Pidgeon some years ago purchased the Elms,
a somewhat dilapidated old mansion and has since turned it into a show place.
David Ouchterlony owns a farm between Newcastle and Port Hope on which he grows
raspberries on an extensive scale. Along the Lake front three members have
summer homes. Fred Kemp, the Club's genial and efficient secretary, recently
built an attractive cottage not far from Port Hope. 'Gene Butt took over an old
log cabin a little farther west and has restored some of its earlier character
and charm. At Newcastle-on-the-Lake, Dr. H. Walton-Ball is the owner of a nice
piece of property on which stands a commodious and comfortable house.
INTRODUCING NEW MEMBERS
Richard B. Nevitt (professional) was sponsored by Stanley S. Cooper. Mr. Nevitt
is a teacher at the Ontario College of Art and has a strong interest in music
and in theatre.
Lloyd Bradshaw (professional) is sponsored by Frank L. Starr. He is one of the
leading choral directors in Toronto and is interested as well in sculpture,
painting, literature, theatre, film and ballet.
Donald Ross Martyn (professional) is sponsored by Dick Blue and is a lecturer in
the Humanities Division at York University. He has had wide experience in acting
and in play production.
Todd Russell (Professional) is sponsored by York Wilson. He is well known for
his work as actor and announcer in radio and TV and has strong interests in
music and painting.
John B. Hudson (non-professional) is sponsored by J. F. Morrow.
in acting and play production.

He is interested

Samuel G. Sharp (non-professional) is sponsored by A. J. Casson. He is interested
in painting, literature and drama and has a fine collection of Canadian paintings
which includes all members of the Group of Seven, Kreighoff, Emily Carr, Cockburn,
Winters, Collier and others.
M.R.

Murray Adaskin has been appointed composer-in-residence at the University of
Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, effective immediately.
It is one of the first appointments of its kind to be made by a Canadian
University. Professor Adaskin, head of the Department of Music at the U of S
since 1952, will remain a member of the Department, continuing to teach and to
arrange various concert series.
Murray is one of Canada's best known composers. His appointment as composerin-residence will allow him more time for creative work and for meeting students
to discuss his own and other composers' music. One of the projects he will continue to be responsible for is a series of Sunday evening concerts featuring
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internationally known performers.

-

He is also planning six special exhibition-

concerts as part of the University's Centennial program.

Last summer, Murray was appointed to a three-year term on the Canada Council.
He is a member of the Canadian League of Composers and of the Canadian Association
of Publishers, Authors and Composers. A member of a family of distinguished
Canadian musicians, Murray was born in Toronto. He became an accomplished violinist
and studied composition under John Weinzweig in Toronto. He also studied with
Darius Milhaud and Charles Jones. Before coming to the University of Saskatchewan
he worked with the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation.

Z. S. Phimister
Obiit 20 XI 66, aet. 61
"Zac" was almost apologetic about the chauffeur-driven Chrysler that would
deposit him at the Club door for lunch and return to pick him up two hours later.
Characteristically, he didn't relish the furbelows of high office; he was essentially modest and unassuming.
It was also characteristic that his lunch at the Club wasn't a quick drop-in.
He didn't just 'put in an appearance' anywhere--at conferences, at the many social
and public functions he was called on to attend; he participated, and with interest,
geniality and intelligence.
He enjoyed the Club and its ease of association and was not only highly regarded but also well liked.
His self-sacrificial term as Deputy Minister was too short to make an indelible impression on the educational structure of this province, although as a
personage of influence and liberal educational philosophy he had, during 20 years
in senior posts, a strong impact on schooling in this metropolis and throughout
the country (only in September he was elected president of the Canadian Education
Association).
Long press accounts at the time of his unexpected death through heart seizure
outlined his notable career as educator and emphasized the loss to the province
and country of his dedicated spirit, his thrusting educational philosophy and his
quiet, stubborn persuasiveness that the avenues of learning be broadened, brightened and wide-open. The improvement of educational opportunities for children
outside large urban centres and the development of community colleges were,
latterly, of particular concern to him.
Dr. Phimister's major memorial is the Toronto school system as it has become.
When he was superintendent of elementary schools and subsequently Director of
Education for the City, no man's efforts did more to raise the school tax rate.
For that we can now be thankful.
If North Toronto took second place in his schemes, downtown pupils got new

schools with special teachers and classes, shower-rooms for boys and girls who
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could have no bath at home, and their attractively designed schools have shrubs
and grass which encouraged tenants in the area to spruce up and have their own
plots of green. If in Toronto we are solving the problems of the "disadvantaged"
and "ethnics" (critical in other metropoles on the continent) we have Zac's foresight and ideals to thank.
He was a man of great compassion, generosity of thought and effort, enlightened zeal for his profession, and kindness.
The funeral service on November 22nd at Kingsway-Lambton United Church was
remarkable both for the very large concourse and the palpable aura of respect,
affection and grief. The Minister of Education, William Davis, read the lesson.
The Club was represented by the President, Robin Strachan.
--TJA

THE LIBRARY
A copy of the recently-published Dictionary of Contemporary American Artists has
been obtained for the Reference Shelf. It encompasses American painters, sculptors and printmakers of the past 25 years.
Each of the 697 entries gives pertinent biographical data, as well as a thorough bibliography of monographs and general
critical works relating to each artist.
The Dictionary is illustrated with 101
black and white reproductions of representative works.
For the Architecture shelf
there are two items of interest.
Lost Examples of Colonial Architecture contains
244 plates of old photographs showing exteriors and interiors
of buildings that
have either disappeared or been so altered as to be denatured. The Penguin
Dictionary Of Architecture is a new work in which the authors have reviewed all
the technical terms in order to provide closer definitions and more consistent
terminology, and have considered afresh the merits of the architects selected for
biographical entry.
Other books which have been recently displayed include the following:
A Concise
History Of Photography by Helmut Gernsheim (the excellent text is supplemented
by 285 plates);
History Of French Canadian Literature by Gerard Tougas (biographical details, as well as critical and historical commentary, are provided); The
Book Of Flags (the fifth edition of a comprehensive account of the design and use
of flags);
The Story of Art by E. H. Gombrich (a well-known and well-illustrated
work).
H.B.

CHORISTERS WANTED
The Annual Christmas Dinner of the Club with
all its pageantry
December 28th.

and song
Come

will be held on

and join the world re-

nowned choir that has become a feature of this
event.

Two rehearsals, both brief.

Allen for details (Bus. 367-2404 -

See Tom
or Home,

HU 1-0854)
-
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